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Missing Miss KentBrouner says goodbye.

The Spectator graduates
Sigma No Sleep. Special
commencement pullout.

Racial slurs
plague SU
e-mail
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joe duane
Staff Reporter

Quadstodc

One late night last month students andfaculty members throughout Seattle University received an
intriguing e-mail titled "Free
Money."
When computerlabmonitorsread
it, they immediately erased the
message frommost e-mailaccounts.
Some students got to it though,
before it could be wipedout.
Andthey were shocked by what

Thegyrotronspun
heads during the

day asSweetwater
headbangedduring
the night at this

they read.
The e-mail was from a group

year's springtime

SeeE-mailonpage 2
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Controversy

forrelatedstory.

surrounds
tenure-less
professor

ASSU fills out positions for next year
Representatives set for 1995-96
New Beginning, which is the Outdoor Experience forinternaitonal students.
Staffßeporter
Thejobof anat-largerepresentative is to
help
out wherever needed, according to
Seattle University students elected
Agudo
torepresent international Dutta. She hopes to form a centralized
Marcos
NeenaDutta,
BrianFrench, calendar which will include every event
students and
Ryan Liddell andCreighton Laughary happening on campus.
as at-large representativesin Tuesday's
"Iam really suprised. There were some
really good women running," Dutta said.
ASSU finalelections.
Therace torepresentinternational stu- "I can't believe we now only have four
dents was close, Agudo won with 47 women out of 14 on the council."
In the primary election held last week,
percent of the voteover Angela Au,who
Rob Rapanut,a junior,waschosen as comrecived 43 percent.
Out ofthe eight students torun for at- muterrepresentative.
Junior NaomiM. McCoy waselected as
large representative,Dutta, got the most
non-tradtional representative. She is a
votes with 17percent. Next wasFrench
with 15 percent and the final two win- mother who transferred to SU from South
ners, Liddell and Laughary, each re- Seattle CommunityCollege.
Students who live on campus are now
ceived 12 percent of the vote.
by Katie Dubik, a freshman,
represented
see
would like to get in there and
who was choosen to be resident represenat needs to be done,"Laughary said.
"I want to make sure student voices get tative.
heardand helpkeepthem aware of what
Junior Michael Casern was elected as
minority representative, and Ellen Hill, a
is going on around campus."
As international representative,Agudo junior, was chosen to represent transfer
will have to coordinate activities like students.
BridgetMcCollum
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At-Large Representatives:
Brian French, junior
CreightonLaughary,junior
Neena Dutta, sophomore
RyanLiddell, freshman
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Commuter Representative:
Rob Rapanut,junior

Non-traditional Representative:
Naomi McCoy,junior

Dr.Zanderdenied

K>

tenure, students upset

}
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AnthonyOwens

Staffßeporter

Since the beginningofApril, students in the computer science department havebeenrallying tosave
the job of one of their teachers,

Carol Zander.
Marcos Agudo, junior

Zander, whohas beenteachingat
Seattle University since 1989, was
denied tenureand givena finalcon-

Resident Representative:

tract only for next year.
"Icamehere toSU for onereason

Katie Dubik, freshman

only: It's reputation as a teaching

Minority Representative:

dent.

International Representative:

Micheal Casern, junior

Transfer Representative:
Ellen Hill, junior

institution," saidNorman Hamer,a
sophomore computer science stuHamer, like more than 70 other

students supporting Zander, feels
that teachers such as Zander should

See Zanderon page 3
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NEWS
Senior Speaker NhiPham
NhiPham,1995 Commencement' sSenior Speaker, willprac'
ticeher deliveryon Tuesday,May 30, 12 to 1p.m.in thelibrary s
Schaefer Auditorium. All friends andsupporters areinvited.

World Music Celebration
'

Seattle University sChoraleandChamber Singers will present
acelebration ofmusic fromaround the world at 8 p.m., Friday,
June 2at St.Joseph'sChurch,18thAve.E.andAloha. 296-5371
for details.

"The Myth of a Level Playing Field,"Economic
Justice Forum
HarryCoveny,executivedirectorofthe Seattle Councilof the
St. VincentdePaul Society, will give thekeynotespeechfor the
SU Economic Justice Forum, 7:15 to 8:30 a.m., Wednesday,
May 30,in Casey's fifth floorCommons. Thequarterly forum,
sponsored by the Institute for Theological Studies, promotes
awareness, reflection and action on issues of social economic
justiceamongbusinessandprofessionalpeople.Pre-registration
of $8 is required. 296-5918 for details.^

Dr.Monica SchmidtReceives AllenEndowed
TheSchool ofEducationinvites the campus community to a
receptionhonoring visiting professor Dr.Monica Schmidt, recipient of the William Allen/BoeingEndowed Chair, on Monday,May 15,3:30 to4:30p.m.intheDean's Conference Room,

Hoopagalooza-Tlte Ultimate Hoop Fest
Connolly Center willhost three-member teams of basketball
hotshots onSaturday, June 3, 11a.m. to4 p.m., to raisefunds for
the NeighborhoodHouse, The teams willhave two one-minute
periods to shoot for prizes including tickets to Husky, Sonic,
SeahawkandMariner games. Twograndprizes willgo to the top
shooters under andover age 16. T-shirts to the first 400participants. Husky women's coachChris Gobrechtandothercelebrities willattend. CallSharonRockwdod at 485-7776 for details.

Total
*'Health and Wellnesspresents "Eatingon the

Run

Registered dietician HeatherKoski will speak about "Eating
on the Run," part of theProvidence Hospital Fitness Service's
Total Health and Wellness seminar series, Thursday, June 1,
12:05 to4:45 p.m.in ConnollyCenter,Rooms155and156. Call
296-1993 for reservations.

Sullivan named new trustee
of The Seattle Foundation
SUpresidentnow
part ofthestates

foundation.
The foundation lives up to their
fund allocation responsibilities by
settingupa varietyofspecific funds
and scholarships forpeople andalso
by pooling more general internal
and external recourses to respond
to community needs.
Methodical guidelines are followed fordispersing grantawards.
MeganLee
Requests for specific capital needs
are given thehighest priority by the
Staffßeporter
foundation. Awards are grantedto
organizations in King
non-profit
WilUniversity
President
Seattle
workingin
social service,
County
Sullivan,SJ,
has
J.
beennamed
liam
civic, culture,
youth,
children and
a member of theboardoftrustees of
conservation,
education and
elderly,
TheSeattle Foundation.
Bradford
/
Photo
Editor
Liz
health/rehabilitation areas.
At the 49th annual meeting on
William Sullivan, SJ.
Sullivan said he feels he was
April 25, Sullivan was welcomed, President
asked to join the foundation bealong with three other civic leaders, to the board of Washington
Since 1946, the foundation has cause of his "general knowledge"
largest
commu- allocated "thecontinuous streamof of the Seattle community.
state's oldest and
Last year, with the theme "Conbequests and gifts that have accunity foundation.
Diversity," thefoundation's
necting
was
mulated,
join
since the foundation
"It'san honor tobe asked to
grantstotaled $4,141,072.
quarterly
an
established,
this board." Sullivan said. "It's
to create
endowThese
awards were broken
grant
service
to
the
comfor
the
improving
qualment
local
also a form of
ity of life." The foundation's mis- and dispersed into the non-profit
munity."
The four newlynominated trust- sion is to facilitatecharitable giv- areas ofhuman services which reees were inducted by the ing, administer charitable funds, ceived 32 percent of the total pie.
foundation's nomination commit- trusts and bequests, and to distrib- Arts, culture and humanities reute grants to non-profit organiza- ceived 26 percent, educational ortee. Theinductees werechosen to
replace four retiring trustees,inor- tions that are making a positive ganizations received21 percent,and
the remaining 21 percent was dider to maintain the established 28 difference in our community.
Sullivan said he presumes the videdbetweenhealth,religionand
member board.
"Thecommunity foundation sup- relationship between the founda- socially benefiting causes.
Grants from the foundation art:
ports nonprofit organizations that tion and SU will remain much the
clearly
restricted from being fundmaking
grants same as it has in the past.
serve King County,
religious organizations to
ing
for
education,
will,
course,
art and
of
"I
abstain from
inareas suchas
individureligiouspurposes,
directly
further
environment, so you can see why any votes or resolutions
books,
als,endowments,
producing
to
coninterested,"
touching
Ann
SU in order avoid
Sullivan wouldbe
Farrell, president of The Seattle flict of interest. Iaccepted this films,videos,conferences orsemiFoundation, said.
appointment for the benefit of the nars or any other type of discrimiIn thepast, Sullivanhas notbeen foundation and indirectly for the natory goal.
The Seattle Foundation is a nonas involved with the foundation as largercommunity, notspecifically
profit organization, efficiently run
he will be as a trustee, though to benefit SU," he said.
The boardof trustees is respon- like a business. It distributes a
Sullivanmentioned the foundation
has been supportive of theuniver- sible for overseeing the required annual reportstating how
sity in the past.The foundationhas foundation's overall functioning every dollar is spent. Any funds
that are not used for the requested
givenassistance tothe university in and toestablish policies fordistribthe formofa number grants through- uting funds. Also, themain board purpose are returned to the
foundation's pool.
out the years.
is broken up into smaller commit-

oldestandlargest
community
foundation

E-mail: Racist messages slip into SU'snetwork system
From pageone
calling itself American Dissident
Voices and was advertisingfor an
"uncensorcd patriotic radiostation."

"FREE MONEY CAN BE
YOURS!" the e-mail exclaimed,
"Ifyouarc an80-IQ welfaremother
producing illegitimateoffspring at
nine-month intervals starting at the
age of 13."
The e-mail goes on to describe
various minorities, Jews and homosexuals, as people that the
AmericanDissident Voicessay arc

receiving money fromthe government for doingnothing other than
being a handicap to America.
Thee-mail calls minority homes
"breeding colonies" and affirma-

tive-action-minded politicians
"criminals."
The e-mail originated from an

out-of-state account which is no
longerin existence. Students who
wished to respond to the letter,
whether positively or negatively,

could not.
Lab monitor Joe Giannini says
that although he does not approve
of the letter, theInternet isnotregulated, and therefore, sending hate

mail is not breaking the law.
Giannini said that the lab monitors didn't erase it because of its
content, but rather because it was
addressed to so many people at

once.

"The stuff thatpine does whenit
receives a messagefrom one individual,it (the e-mail) was tryingto
do for well over a hundred individuals, so it kind of messed up
pine," Giannini said.
Giannini explained that the ad-

tee groups who areresponsible for
overseeing specific facets of the

dresses wereprobably obtained in possible toregulatee-mail because
oneof thedirectoriesonthe server it is a form of free speech, and to
where anyone with Internet ac- regulate it, every letter set would
cess can look at a file that has have to be readby someone else.
Sophomore JeffNichols was apeveryone'se-mail addressandreal
palled
whenhe readtheletter. "It's
name.
of
so
spite
ignorant,"
Nichols stated.
Giannini states that in
the content of the letter, monitors
Junior Galen Hon agreed with
kept a copy of it in case anyone Nichols, saying, "It's a crock."
Junior MargaretteTurla wasperwished to seeit. Giannini saidhe
offended, "I'm aminority,
sonally
who
people
told
asked about it
that, "It was nothing that great, and when Isee this stuff it really
but if you want to look at it,OK." hurts. Ican't believe it still goes
Students' opinionsof theletter on."
"How can they do that and get
angered from outrage to sadness.
Lani Aviado, a senior at SU, was away with it? People wonder why
upset when she received the let- minorities fight for equalityall the
ter. "I shouldn't have to see that
time. We see stufflike this comein
stuff when Iread my e-mail," and it might be our own neighbor
doing this," junior Jamahl Powell
Aviado said.
Giannini explains that it is im- said.

EditorsBox
The Spectator would like

to

correct someerrorsinthe article

"Researchingfor theprize"from
our last issue. The article stated
that Michael Harrington's role
was to "isolate and analyze certain strainsofbacteria ." from
anoilspill inPrudhoeBay. First,
the oil spill did not occur in
PrudhoeBay crudeoiIwastaken
from there and exposed to the
bacteria. Theoilspill occurredin
Prince William Sound. Second,
Harringtondid not isolateoranalyze the bacteria. He quantified
the changesinconcentrations of
various components in North
Prudhoe crude oil,after the oil
hadbeen exposed to bacteria.
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Zander: Professor denied tenure;administration re-examiningissue
Frompage 1
not be let go at any cost.
"Itisunfair to the futurestudents

of the computer science department," Hamer said. "This institution would benefit much more by
keepingher (Zander)."
Zander, in response to the show
of support, said, "the saddest part
ofallthis is if it wasn'tso awful, it
would be wonderful."
The process of Zander coming
up for tenure started six years ago
when she beganworkinghere. According to Dr. Kathleen Mailer,
dean of the school of science and
engineering,Zander washiredonto
the tenure track withthe stipulation
that she would completeher Ph.D.
as soonas possible.

The typical facultymember takes
aroundtwo years tocomplete his or
her Ph.D. Zander was given until
September 1994 to complete her
Ph.D. However, she completed it
threemonths after the deadline in
December 1994.
'
Students saidthat theydon tcare
about the Ph.D. or any other
critieria; theysaid that whatis most
important is her high quality of
teaching.
The usual candidate for the tenureposition takes sixyears to finish
the process. The odd years, one,
three and five, are years in which
the candidatesreceiveinformal re-

views by their department heads
and on the two even years full reviews are done by the department
personnel committee, school per-

service and scholarship. Most of
thereportsreceivedbyZander were
provost.
In the case of Zander, the usual in her words, "almost all of the
formal reviews were never com- normal, good value."
"There was no indication of a
pleted due to confusion over her
Ph.D. and the paper work stating problem in reviews or otherwise.
whether she was on a tenure track Nothing writtenor verbal,nothing
or non-tenure track, according to formal or informal," Zander said.
TheonlythingZander says wasa
the computer department.
washer completion of her
problem
From 1989 to thepresent,four of
which
Ph.D.,
the tenurecommittee
the six contracts say she is tenuretrack, while twoof thesix say sheis said needed to be completed by
September of 1994.
non-tenure track, namely1991and
Problems first surfaced in No1992.
According to Zander, the yearly vemberof 1994 over the fact that
reviews werecompletedevery year Zander had not gone through the
by the former chair of the depart- normal two and four year formal
ment, Michelle Spector (1989-90, reviews.
ProvostDr. John Eshelmangave
1992-93) and John Woolley, the
a letter
current chair. These reviews fo- a choice to Zander through
she
stating
that
Mailer
by
teaching,
written
cused onperformance in
sonnel committee,the deanand the
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"I don't pay Seattle University
pay
$14,000 a year to doresearch, I
best
taught
by
be
the
my tuition to
teachers that can be found, like
Zander," Hamer said. "It is a lot
harderto finda goodteacher than to
find agood researcher."
Most of the students in the department agree. They say that
Zander has been thebest and most
influencial teacher they have ever

ment.

Trimiine^.mi 71-^0 thumpid

Kradle

said.

had.
"She has had an outstandingimpact on what we need to learn and
what we need to know," student
Matt Burton said.
ErinRiley,anothercomputerscience student, said that with thedeparture of Zander there doesn't
leave a lotof women in the depart-

Htt

UvlUaVmmwiiii J^HH

K. ft.

could either apply for tenure and
take a full review this year or wait
and apply for tenure next year.
Zander agreed to take the full, formalreview this year.
The review took place inMarch
when the personnel committees
from both the department and the
school of science and engineering
reviewed Zander's file.
The results were then reviewed
by Mailer before beingsent over to
Eshelman, who took the recommendation of the committees and
denied Zander tenure.
According to Mailer and computer science chair Woolley, the
reasons for the denial of tenure to
Zander were the issue of finishing
her Ph.D. by the stipulated time,
her lack of scholarship, and her
service record whilehere at SU.
Duringher six years here she was
not published in any journals except for two papers published at a
workshopand a conference.
In reference to her service to her
school, Zander said she focuses
mainly on her students and tries to
giveas muchof herself as she can.
Advising and one-on-one counseling should be given a greater importancein the review process, she

M

"With barelyany women in the
department weneed someone who
can serve as arolemodel and give
confidence to the women within
the field," Riley said.
The students standingup in defense of Zander are finally being
heard. According to the students,
there have been two meetingswith
Woolley, one with Mailer, and finally on Thursday of last week, a
meeting withProvostEshelman in
which the provost said he would

consider the issue.
"I feel this decision should be
revisited," states Burton. "It's incredible that thedepartmentdoesn't
want to keep her."
Other students agree with

Burton's thoughts.
"You rarely are able to find a
teacher thatis ashardas Zanderand
as loved as she is," said Jeanie
Beckam, computerscience student
helping organize the Zander de-

fense.
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ASSUproposal to create one Tree dedicated
memorial toSUstudent
central ID card sent toSullivan
ASSU wants to endconfusion ,cut costs with oneIDcard
TeriAnderson
Staffßeporter

Ithink the idea is

good. The only
problemIsee is
centralizing the

Over $2,000are spent everyyear
by the Campus Assistance Center,
theLemieuxLibraryandConnolly
Center on student identification
cards. On Tuesday, Associated
Students ofSeattleUniversityPresident Megan Lemieux presented a
proposal to University President
William Sullivan, SJ, to alleviate
the costs by creating one central

computer system.
PRESIDENT WILLIAM
SULLIVAN, SJ

studentID.

Theidea behind the proposal is
that it will cut the number of studentidentificationcards toone central student ID. In the long run,
costs spent on ID cards annually
are expected to drop significantly
since a student will be expectedto
use the same card throughout their
entiretime at the university.
Inaddition tocostreduction, the
switch to a permanent student ID
cardis expected to alleviate some
confusion over what the official
recognized campus identification
card is now.
"There's a lot of confusion out
there," Lemieux told Sullivan.
Lemieux then pointed out that

one of the only departments that
onlyrecognizes thequarterlypaper
cards issued by the Campus Assistance Center is the computer lab. ,
Untillast year, the libraryrecognized the paper card, too. However, when they went on line, the
library switched toabar-coded card
to speedup service andefficiency.
Connolly Center, on the other
hand, still recognizes the paper
cards. In addition to the paper
cards, they recognize resident
student's picture validine cards.
Originally, Lemieux had just
wanted to set up a central photo

identification card for commuter
students. However,Resident Life
steppedin and suggested that the
cards be expanded to resident students, too.
By includingresidentstudentsin
the designingof the cards, they are

expectedtolook somewhat similar
totheresident studentvalidinecards
'
with aphotoand thestudent sname
in front and a computerstrip on the
back.
Rather thanhaving the computer
stripaccess just buildingsandmeal
plans, the card will access students' individual accounts. Inaddition, abar code for checkingout
books will be on the back.
In the proposal, Lemieux suggests that $16,000 be spent on the
cards. The most expensive task
involved in centralizing student
identification will be coming up
with a central computer system to
saveand retrieveinformation.
In addition, some costs will be
incurred each quarter as quarterly
stickers toattach tothe cardhave to
be purchased.
"Ithink theideais good,"Sullivan
said. "The only problem Isee is
centralizingthecomputer system."

Earl Schofield, long-time
Bellarmine janitor,dies at 52
Teri Anderson
Staffßeporter
Last week,a Seattle University
employee was supposedtoreceive
a pin signifying 15 years of dedicated service. Sadly, theemployee
didn't live long enough to receive
it.
Bellarmine Resident Hall MaintenanceworkerEarlSchofield died
inhis sleepon Sunday,May7, just
over a week before he was to receive his award at a staff recognitionbanquet.
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least 10 of the last 15 a hard worker, he is remembered
years, the 52-year-oldhelped im- for his sense of humor and comprove the life of resident students passion by co-worker Celeste
Demeter.
in Bellarmine Residence Hall.
"Earl seemed rough around the
Described as a hard worker by
buthehad a reallybigheart,"
edges
Bellarmine Resident HallDirector
Demeter
said. "Earlhelpedme out
known
Denton,
Schofield was
Rob
by co-workers and residents for at work and home. My kids and I
working well beyond the call of are really going to misshim."
Despitehis death,a pin will still
duty.
be
awarded in his name. In a
outages,
power
we
had
"When
he would stayuntil thepowercame privateceremony,daughtersLinda
on," Denton said."No matterhow and Shannon plus three grandchildren will accept the award.
late,he was always around."
Inaddition to beingdescribed as
For
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Call nowfor more information
on theLSA T,GRE or GMAT
Next GRE Class begins August 14

Next GMATClass begins August22

NextLSATClasses beginJuly 29, 31,Aug. 1,2,3

The typical Seattle clouds heldstill for a while,pausing topay their

respects. And the windsdelicatelymade their way over the earth,not
wanting todisturb the tranquillity ofthe moment.
And although KaiNagel, whodied last October, was notphysically

there, her presence could certainlybe felt.
On May 12, Nagel' s family, friends, fellow

ROTC members and
Seattle University faculty gatherednorth of Bellarmine Hall wherea
tree was dedicated in her name. Nagel, 19, was a sophomore and
biologymajor on an Army ROTC scholarship. Shedied scuba diving
off Edmonds' Marina Beach on Oct. 1, 1994.
Bob Grimm, SJ, whoisthemoderator onNagel's floorin Bellarmine,
said the openingprayer. Then,Nagel's friends offered their thoughts
andreflections about Nagel.
"This tree will certainly be a reminder, but Kai will always be
everywhere,"Nagel's former roommateCarrie Hughes said.
"Thisis our celebration of the birth, the secondbirth of Kai," said
Trisha Cawdrey,who livedacross the hall fromNagel.
Ben Marx, who was in ROTC with Nagel, sang "Die Nachtigal,"
German for "nightingale,"along witha friend.
The tree itself is called a katsura tree, which is anative of Japan.
Unlike other katsuras, the Kai Nagel tree is a weeping katsura, an
extremely rare tree,according to SUGrounds Manager Cisco Morris.
It wasan appropriate tree, said Mrs. Nagel, whodrove four-and-ahalfhours from The Dalles,Ore. to attend the ceremony.
"Kai loved Japan, and has sort of a second family there who
considersKai theirowndaughter," Mrs.Nagelsaid. "Iknow they'llbe
pleased when they see this treein August."
At the end of the tree dedication, all those gathered laid flowers
besidethe livelytree androck that bears ametalplaque withthe words:
"In Memory ofKai Nagel."

Department

Award

Recipient

Communications
Criminal Justice
English

Jalevich Award
Kelliher Award
McDonald

Fine Arts
ForeignLanguage
Liberal Studies
Philosophy

Buhr Hall Award
Michels Award
DonovanAward
Newman Award
Reichman Award

Political Science
Psychology
Public Administration
Sociology

Kennedy Award
Gaffney Award
Wilson Award
Peronteau Award

CarlaGrau-Egertbn
AnnaWidden
LauraBruggeman
Kaithe Gaeow
Catherine Jack
BouchraMoujtahid
Amy Benson
Martin Joutonghi
Laura Bruggeman
Christine Eckstrom
Catherine Jack
Mary Nicol
Emily Hafner-Burton
DebraWimer
Cornelia Larkin
Clarade la Torre
Heather Hoover
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We Bake Them inSmall
Batches All Day Long

Preparation from

" 32 hours of in-class teaching
" two fully proctored exams
" additional help sessions
" personalizedinstruction
" free application advising

FRANK M.aiPTICO
Staffßeporter

BecausePeople Come inSmall
Batches AllDayLong

BRUEGGERS BAGEL BAKERY
*"
Totally CompletelyObsessed With Freshness

"

"
First Hill 1301Madison at Summit 382-0881
"
Mon.-Fri., 6:ooam-7:oopm Sat.-Sun., 7:ooam-7:oopm
Other Imjiioiiv University Way, Mercer Island, Oaktree Village,
Creenlake and Sammamish Highlands
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First-ever ecological studies program to debut at SU
again.
RyanMiller
They wanted something that combined
Staffßeporter
hardandsocialsciences withalocalemphasis.BrubakerandDavidMcCloskey,associSeattleUniversity'sinnovative ecological ateprofessor of sociology,brought the ideas
studies program willdebutin the fall of 1995, together and formed a curriculum.
after years of faculty planning.
With the help of Murdock and Provost
The new program, the only major of its John Eshelman, the board of trustees apkind in the nation, is a multi-disciplinary proved it onMay 4as apilot program. Inits
approach to the environmentalcrisis.Itlinks first three years, ecological studies will rethe natural sciences with the social sciences main independentfromallother departments.
and humanities,emphasizinghumans' roles Brubakerhopesit willstay that way,because
in the earth's ecosystem.
itallows for greaterflexibility and creativity.
"This is aninterdisciplinary major. It'snot The program can draw from other schools
just science with stuff tackedon, butis fully without havingtocomply with them, hesaid.
integrated,"saidTrileighStroh,assistant proThe majorprogram willrequire 75 credits
fessor of general science. Field trips, ser- and the minor will require 35. Students
vice learningand internships will play a major wouldreceive a bachelor of arts degreein
role in helping students focus on interacting ecological studies. The major curriculum
withnature and developingasense of place, starts with20 credits in the natural sciences,
Strohsaid.
then requires 20 credits in both the social
Inspiredbya three-week, 20thanniversary sciences andhumanities.
Earth Day conference, faculty from various
All the natural science courses include
departments teamed up to propose the eco- field trips.It is important tostartpeopleoff in
logical studies program in 1990, saidDavid thehardsciences, so theyhaveabaseknowlBrubaker, associate professor of biology. edge to work within the program, Brubaker
Theyproposed a minor at first, but it failed. said. The program is also designed to get
ThenToni Murdock, associate provost, re- students immediatelyinvolved in the envifused to let it die, so faculty from the theol- ronment, he said.
"If you're out seeing things and working
ogy,philosophy, history,general scienceand
otherdepartments collaborated andtriedonce with them, youbegin to love and appreciate

:
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NEW POSITION

AVAILABLE
Admissions Regional Representative

Undergraduate Admissions
Location: Southern California
Recruitment of prospective students
to Seattle University in the southern

California/Arizonia region.
Qualifications

Must have a Bachelors degree and two
admissions,
years related experience in
counseling, marketing, or customer
service. Ability to travel and work

occasional evenings and weekends.
Salary

$2,047

- $2,300 per month plus medical,

dental, and

educational benefits.

names, and
Send cover letter, resume,
telephone numbers of three references as
University,
soon as possible to: Seattle Human
Position #94170-R, Office of
Madison,
Resources, Broadway and
Seattle, WA 98122-4460.

named this program "ecological studies,"
instead of "environmental studies." They
did not want to convey a "man versus the
environment" mentality.
life, for example.
"The word 'environment' separates huThe secondarea will focus on social scicultural,
mans from the environment," he said. The
ences, to understand the roles of
political,economic and legal systems inpre- term "ecology" better symbolizes the phiserving ecosystems. The third area ad- losophy of the program, which emphasizes
bedresses thehumanities. It focuses onhistori- the dynamic links betweenhumans and
"Ecolthe
humans
and
environment.
cal interactions betweenman and environ- tween
feel, Brubaker
ment, and new philosophies thatcan provide ogy" has a more cohesive
aspiritual andethical framework for sustain- said.
The program also seeks to foster a true
ingour environment.
learning
will
environment betweenstudents and
areas
One course ineach of the three
since
thisis arelatively new fieldof
said.
faculty,
learning,
Brubaker
also have service
Students can volunteer at places like The study, Brubaker said. It is importantto have
ideas
Nature Conservancy or 1,000 Friends of an interactive community wherenew
majorswill
be on
exchanged.
All
are openly
Washington, for example.
e-mail,
he noted.
This gives students the chance to "seethe
There is "tremendous student interest" in
nature of ecologyapplied in some local setOnly Seting," Brubaker said. The program enables the new program, Brubaker said.
community
colschools
and
high
community
attle-area
students toconnect withthelocal
Thirty
it
about
so
far.
leges
work
inhave
heard
trips,
and
volunteer
through field
ternships. These first-hand experiences will inquiries have come in, 16 of which have
give students a better knowledge of what been accepted,he said. Soon they will pubfields they want to pursue in the future, licize it outside theSeattle area.
The ecological studies program will "fire
Brubaker said. Italso givesthem a goodshot
is
broad
the whole self it will enable us to be
up
employment,
this
field
at
because
enough to meet the demands of a wide vari- multi-perspective," Stroh said.
ety of occupations.
Brubaker noted that faculty purposely
them," Brubaker noted. Oneclass will take
students to the Woodland ParkZoo tostudy
biomesand the structure ofplant and animal

-

Survey reveals disparity
between the sexes
Surveylooks athow womenare
perceivedin the workplace
RyanMiller

Staffßeporter

harassment, and performance ex-

pectations.

In the latest study, the findings
A recent survey of Seattle Uni- showed major differences in how
versity administrators, faculty and menand womenperceive opportustaff revealed a disparity between nities forprofessionaldevelopment,
males and females in their percep- advancement and support at SU.
Somekey findings were:
tions of institutional gender in" women have stronger percepan
SU,
according
to
equalities at
tions of gender inequality andperformanceexpectations than men;
" more women perceived a lack
of inclusion and influence on the
decision-makingprocess thanmen;
" men's overriding perception
wasthat both gendersreceive equal
treatment in the workplace envi-

Theschoolasa
wholeneeds to
deal withthese
perceptions,
whether they
reflectreality or

ronment;

" womenperceived that they, as

SurveyResults
" Over 65 percent of
females perceived that a
woman had fewer
opportunities for career
advancement whileclose
to 60 percent ofmales felt
that a woman had equal
opportunity.

" Over 70percent females
and over 40percent males
felt that a woman hadless
influence on decisionmaking at Seattle
University.

" Over 60 percent of

well as other women, had fewer
female administrators and
opportunities for career advance- close to 70 percent of the
ment. Men tended to agree with
female staff felt that a
this, but did not necessarily think
woman was much less
thatthey themselves had fewer opnot
likely to receive
portunities.
was
to
The
distributed
survey
while only 37
promotions,
TONIMURDOCK,
over 700employees,35.29percent
percent of female faculty
ASSOCIATE PROVOST of whom returned them. There agreed.
were 27 questions, all constructed
using a five-point Likert scale.
Administratorsandstaff wereasked vost and a memberof the commitexecutivesummary.
by
a
toanswer statements1 through 18b, tee.
The survey was conducted
The study will help SU to more
while faculty answered an addiin
Women's Issues Committee
Spring 1994. It sought to deter- tional five statements concerning accurately define duties and distinmine men and women's percep- tenure, service, research, scholar- guish betweenjobs,she said. The
committee is currently acquiring
tionsofperformanceexpectations. ships and teaching.
"This survey shows strong(per- quantitative data to measureattriThecommittee,appointed by the
provost and faculty senate in fall ceptual) differences between men tion and promotion.
"The school as a wholeneeds to
1991,hasinvestigated fourareasof and women,whichneed tobetalked
to
know
what the deal with theseperceptions, whether
concern expressedby SU women about. We need
are," theyreflectreal ityornot,"Murdock
of
these
feelings
including
salary
indicators
staff and faculty,
Murdock,
said
Toni
associate pro- said.
equity, safety and security, sexual
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Blinded by the light
JoesphRainerisholistic approach tolifecompensatesforblindness
MakikoTakita
Staffßeporter

JosephRainerisitsdownonablue
plastic chair in aroom at theLearning Center. After apause,he says,
"The sunis toobright."
The brilliant morning sunshine
comes throughhigh windowsandis
reflected onto a white round table.
He stands upand searches theroom
for the shade under the windows,
thenhe walks toward the shade between arow of seatsand sits down.
He facesthedoorwherehe can"see"
staffoutsidetheroom. Hecallstheir
names and cheerfully exchanges
greetings with them.
Raineridoesallofthis as ifhehad
perfect eyesight. In fact, he sees in
an extremely limited way, his light
browneyessee just three degreesof
vision. He is legally blind.
Raineri is a disabled intern at Seattle University's Learning Center
who is getting amaster's degree in
counseling. He worksasafacilitator
between students and the school by
making accommodations and arrangements for students withphysical, mental andother types ofdifficulties. He also manages the ForeignLanguageLearningCenter Lab,
helping students whoare takingforeign languages, and tutoring students in Spanish.
Dressed in a white poloshirt and
jeans,Rainerilooksyoung for his4 1
years though somegray hairdisguises itself in the midst of lightbrowncurly waves.
Raineri was diagnosed with
retinitispigmentosa at the ageof 13.
Itis ahereditaryophthalmic disease
thatdegeneratestheretinaand causes
gradual loss of peripheral vision.
Whenhelistens toaperson.hiseyes,
behindsilver-framed,square glasses,
intently focus onone of theperson's
pupils.
In spiteof hisextremely weak and
progressively worsening vision,
Raineri continues todo what people
withnormal visiondo. He does not
call himself disabled. Instead, he
prefers words such as "challenged"
and "inconvenienced." "I emphasizetheability,not thedisability,"he

—

With a degree inSpanish and a
teaching certificate for bilingual
cross-cultural education, he taught
Spanish andEnglish forseveralyears
in San Diego while he begancompeting for cross countryskiing. He
wasachampionoftheNationalBlind
Cross Country Ski Team for eight
years in a row. After he quit teaching,hemoved toColorado toskiand
stayed there for years. In order to
support his family, he worked at
American Express inDelaware as a
consumer loan operator.
Raineri said the company and he
hadanunspokendealwhichcovered
his trips to overseascompetitions in
exchange for the publicity the company received for having a blind
cross country ski champ there.
Wanting tohelppeople inamore
meaningful way, he left the company after five years of work and
became an assistant therapist along
with his then wife-to-be. That was
when he got his foot in the door of
counseling.
Patience is hisbestattribute,andit
has helpedmany SUstudents. Anne
Mohundro,learningspecialist at the
Learning Center, says his patience
"defuses" students' frustration. Also,
Raineri is apositive thinker.
"He is looking for the good in
people and [he is] always
complimenting," Mohondro said.
Yet, at thesame time,Raineri can
be critical about students, including
disabled students. He often faces
students who do not work hard
enough and complain about their
professors and their grades.
"Ithink studentsneed to take responsibility for their actions, not
blamepreviousgenerationssomuch,
but if they want to make change,
then, make the change but be preparedto take responsibility for what
they do to cause change," Raineri
said.
"There's so much of 'me, me,
me,' not enough 'us',"headded.He
feelsthat students'mindshaveshifted
from "how can we win" to "howcan
I
win." "Theidea isthat wecan work
togetherto have all of us win."
Besides working for 20 hours a
weekat theLearningCenter andco-

said.

Raineri knows what heis good at
and how to maximize his ability.
Such awarenesshas enabledhim to
overcome his inconveniences and
he has been moving his life in a
positivedirection. Amongthe challengeshehasfaced: trekkingthrough

counselingcouples groups withhis
wifeoff campus, he studies for his
master's in counseling. His study
methodconsistsof listening to tapes
recorded by readers and using a
magnifying televisioncalledClosed
Circuit Television to see charts or
graphs.
Onthe table,Raineriresthishands
onhisblackcoveredorganizer.The
openedpage is filled withneat black
handwritingon clean write pages.
Organization is thekey tomanaging his bustling schedule, Raineri
says.
"I think part of that comes from
beinginconvenienced,beingblind,"
he said.
Things do not always go as
planned.Raineri acceptsthat. Allhe
needs to do is to adjusthis schedule
along the way, he says. While admitting that he gets frustrated and
angry with his inconveniences, he
does not see the down side of it.
'
"Itdoesn tdomuchgood tospend
time on negatives," he says. "It's
important toacknowledgeit,because
if youdon't,youjust either denythe
existence orrunawayfromit.That's
notthe idea. The ideais toacknowledgeand recognizeit's there and do
something about it."
The staff at the Learning Center

Amy Schmidt

/ The Spectator

JosephRaineribegan losinghis visionatage 13, but hestillmaintainsa
vibrant approach tolife.
appreciates Raineri's positive attitude. Barbara Crader, office manager at the Learning Center, said,
"He's sensitive,yet, he helps tutors
tofeellike they needtodoit.Hedoes
notusehis disabilities asa'poorme'
kind ofa thing."
Working at the Learning Center
"givesme theopportunity tobeable
to see the success of students and
people,"Raineri says. "Idislike the

factthatI
can' t bethree peopleat the
same time."
In the future, Raineri hopes to
combine all his knowledge about
physical fitness and mental fitness
into his profession.
"Iwouldlike to workin aholistic
facility that looks at a person"psychologically,physically, spiritually
andkindof worksonall theseareas,"
he says.

CELEBRATE
WORLD NO TOBACCO DAY

" Ray's Boathouse
"
Hilltop Ale House Latona Pub
"
Virginia Inn Bizzarro Italian Cafe
Cutters Bayhouse

Study Japanesethis Summer
Inlauivc six-week program at Lcwii A Clark
College inPortland, Oregon July18-Aug 27.
Study Japanese Ung. (alllevels)Aculture
courses in economics,literature andhistory.
Earn 8 setn. hn(12 qtr.hn)while living and
studying with Japanese students. Outdoor

Spainalone,competing withtheU.S.

wilderness trip included. Prior languagestudy
no< required. Scholarshipsavailable!

DisabledCross Country Ski Team
and teaching English as a second
language.

222SW Columbia St.,Suite 1750
Portland. OR 97201
1-800-823-7938 opieannb@aoLcom

Join one of these restaurants on May 31
or any other day for smokefree dining

OregonyJapanSummer Program

Attention!!!
We will be open this summer!
Yes, the Volunteer Center is
ready to helpyou even inthe
summer time.If you are interested
in any volunteer work, don't
hesitate to call 296-6035, or drop
by SUB 207.

BmH

WASHINGTON

*

PRO HEALTH

COALITION

For a more completelisting of imokefree
restaurants inKing and Snohomlsh counties,
please call Tobacco Free Sno-Klng (ao6) 298-4477
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Musk,finandsunconvergeontheQuadfor sixthtime
joyed the free barbecue, beer garStaffßeporter
denandmusic festival thatfollowed
the carnival.
They came. Theysaw. Theyate.
Five bands, including up and
coming Seattle band Sweetwater,
They rocked.
played for nearly six hoursfollowFor 12hours last Saturday, over
ing the family fun festival.
700 peopleconvergedon the Quad
for the sixthannual Quadstock.
Two of the five bands were student based. Among them were
The Associated Students of SeBattle of the Bands winner Sepattle University sponsored event
tember Crush, formerly known as
featured a wide arrayof entertainment including a five band music
FistFull ofFreaks,andDeepRiver.
organization
Each of the twooffered a unique
festival and clubsand
withsongslike "Mama" and
sound
carnival.
Silk."
to
"Sister
try
"We
have something for
"Wehad funjustplaying," Deep
everyone," said event organizer
River drummerMarc Dodd said.
George Theo.
Followingthe student bands,loFor the first four hours of the
cal band Cherry Poppin' Daddies
event, participants could particispringtimefestival.
took the stage. The eight member
pate in the carnival fair put on by TheQuadstockstagehelpedset the tonefor this year's
band sounded like a crossbetween
over30 different clubs and organizations.
While many clubs andorganiza- purchasing food were workers at a jazz band and a grunge band.
A variety ofclubsoffered anum- tion members enjoyed the event, the event. He found it tobe some- However,with energeticsongsand
vivid lyrics, a number of students
ber of activities for participants to someexpresseddismaythat thecar- whatdisappointing.
Of the 700 plus participants in and staff members found themtake part in,including bottlecoin nival lasted only four hours. In
frame,
tosses,abasketballhoop shootcon- addition to the short time
the event, only 585 peoplepaid to selves dancing to their music.
Mixing apowerful combination
get
in, Theosaid. People working
test, apie in the face contestand tie some clubs and organizations dismulticultural messagesand poworganization
to
booths
of
likedthatpeoplehad to pay take the clubs and
dying T-shirts.
vocals,Unshakable Race took
to
erful
all
freeadmission
the
event.
they
received
In addition to the activities of- part in the carnival since
According to Theo, ASSUbud- stage followingtheCherryPoppin'
fered,clubssuchasthe Vietnamese did wasspend money.
"Ithought it would haveofbeen gets money throughout the year to Daddies. For 45 minutes, the six
Student Association, Pacific Islander Student Organization and more successful ifit didn't cost so pay fortheevent. Thisyear,ASSU member band performed of numthe Society of Women Engineers much to get in here," Jeandra raninto additional money and was ber ofsongs mixedwithacombinaguitars
soldfoodand beverageitems.The LeßeaufofNSßEsaid. "Ithink the able to put it into improving the tion of electric and bass
of
trumpet
with
touch
and
ye
hinted
a
National Society of Black Engi- clubswould' made moremoney." event.
flair.
saxophone
Despite the cost,many members
Inaddition toher comments,VS A
neers offered a plate of hot links,
"Wehave only beentogether for
potato chips, salad andasoft drink PresidentHungTroung addedthat of the university community enitseemedlike themajority ofpeople
for a mere $2.50.

Teri Anderson

ayear," trumpeter Mike Barbersaid.
"It's good to get a decent response
from the crowd."FollowingtheUnshakable Race, Sweetwater
emerged on the stage. For an hour
and a half,the Quad becameaslam
dancing haven for many in atten-

dance.
Singing songs such as "Superstar" and "Adeline,"the five member band energized thecrowd with
screeching electric sounds and
gravely vocals.
Sweetwater's bassist Cole
Peterson, a SU graduate, said that

thebandhadalotoffun. However,

he said that the band was a little
concerned when they arrivedat the
event.
"We gothere andthere werelike
40 people," he said. "When the
night came, things kicked up. The
show wentreally well."

Guitarist Rich Credo added that

he thought the crowd was awe-

some.
"You never know what you are
going to get with these crowds," he
said. "Iam very pleased."
Another band member, Ryan
Roxie,said thatit wasalmost as fun
watching the crowd as playing for
them.
Many students felt the same way.
"SU made the right choice with
Sweetwater," Freshman Kristy
Bormann said.

TERS WANTON
WRI
A new year means a new staff. The Spectator is
looking for enthusiastic, motivated columnists and
reporters for the 1995-96 staff.

Positions

—

"
Available: News/
"

I
i

jUEI D

Features Reporter " Columnists
" Sports Reporters Arts and

Entertainment Critic
Send resumes and samples of
previous journalistic work to: Bill
Christianson, Seattle University, The
Spectator, Broadway and Madison,
Seattle, WA 98122. For further
information, call Bill Christianson,
1995-96 Editor-in-chief at 296-6471.
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A Deadhead visit

>

Happeneing...
Here's what'sgoingonon
campus andaround town
-

Ice-cream Social You'reinvited to thisice-cream
celebration of volunteerism on the Lynn Building
lawn. May 25, noon to 1:30 p.m. FREE
On Campus/ Call 296-6035

-

Women's Center Campus Reception The entire
campus isinvited to theWismer Center for
Women to join intheir celebration of four years at
SU, held at the center office in Loyal Kail. May 25,
3 to 5 p.m.
On campus/ Call 296-2524

Donald L. Mabbott
music Critic
Iused to be afraid to go see the Grateful Dead. I'd heard that
their music and their performance was so powerful that people
had actuallymortgaged theirhomes to follow them on tour. I
also
thought that if Ididn't "get it" or didn't want to mortgage my.
home, then Iwas obviously "out of it" and should just keep
listening to The Partridge Family. Well, I'm about find out which
way it's going to be. May 24, 25 and 26 the Grateful Dead return
toMemorial Stadium at Seattle Center. My ticketis for Thursday.
Last year marked the end of an 1 1-year drought for Emerald
City Deadheads. Likemany other cities, Seattle banned the dead.
Due to the wave offans that can convergeand the irresponsibility
of some "bad apples," some of America's bigger cities have
closed their doors permanently to the Dead.
Bill Graham Presents, the promotional company, and local
promoters Dan BeanPresents have seen to it that Seattle doesn't
goDeadless. The May 26 show is a benefit for The Rex Founda-

''

'

»

%

-

Public Lecture Award winning set design artist
Ming Cho Lee willgive a free lecture on "Art in
America," in the Gallery Studio of PNB's Phelps
Center. May 31 at 5:30 p.m.
301Mercer St./ Call 441-9411

-

AnnualBFA FineArts Exhibition Featuring work
by graduating seniors inthe Art and Design
departments. The exhibition is located at
Cornish's north campus. Show runs through
June 24, open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily.
1501 10th Aye. EJ Call 323-1400 ext. 3041

-

"Wedding Band" UW School of Drama presents
a student production of writer Alice Childress's
work. Shows through June 4.
Post play discussions willbe held May 25, May 30
and June 3.
Hutchinson Hall, UW Campus/ Call 534-5160

-

Dance Workshop On theBoards is holding a
week-long workshop in dance technique and
choreography withNew York choreographer
Sondra Loring.
Hall,153 14th Ave./ Call 325-7901

(Washington

-

"Age of Wonders" TheNorthwest Asian
AmericanTheater presents two one act playsby
Laurence Yep,"Pay the Chinaman" and "Fairy
Bones." Runs June 1 through 25.

A&E Opportunities
Imago, a film and video production company,is
conducting open auditions for its 1995 talent pool
at Imago's Seattle headquarters. Auditions by
appointment through June 15.
1405 Elliot Aye. W. Suite #D/ Call Stacie Simpson
at 283-5414
The Bellevue Art Museum is seeking volunteers
for the Pacific Northwest Arts & Craft Fair to be
held at the Bellevue Square July 28 through July

30.
301 Bellevue Square/ 454-3322

General auditions for the Village Theater's 1995-96 season for Main stage productions willtake
place June 19, 20, 21 and 22 byappointment.
303 Front Street North, Issauquah/ Call 393-1942

Kicked out banned, casted out but
they're back.Another Grateful Dead
performance brings their faithfulfans
back to town.

g

tion. This organization aims to help secure a healthy environment, promote individuality in the arts, provide support to
critical and necessary social services, assistothers less fortunate
than ourselves, protect the rights of indigenous people, ensure
their cultural survival, build a stronger community, and to
educate children and adults everywhere. The promoters of this
three day event, as with last year, will make donations to the
Seattle Center Peace Academy, a program designed to to teach
high school students conflictresolution, anger management, peer
mediation and community building skills. The Dead put their
money and time where the need is. Their songs have been saying
all this for years.
My day of reckoning will be the 25th, and regardless of the
outcome, Iwill no longer be a "virgin." In order to prepare
myself, Italked with two pals, Aaron and Alex, who have 19
GratefulDeadconcerts under their belts betweenthem. They both
praised such opening acts as Steve Miller, Robert Cray, Bruce
Hornsbyand even Sting. But when Iasked them each to give me
a "best" Dead experience and a "worst"Dead experience, it took
awhile for the long termmemory banks to switch on.
Aaron's first show was at age 16. "It wasl99o at Soldier Field
inChicago," herecalled. "Iwas juststarting to get into the second
set when these two guys started wiggin.The cops rushed 'emand
Ijust happened to be walking by. They tossed me outside and
wouldn't let me back in!"
They say after World War Three the only things left will be
cockroaches and the RollingStones lead guitarist KeithRichards.
Well, add to that list the Grateful Dead.
On yet another successful tour, with three dates here at Memorial Stadium May 24, 25 and 26, the Dead have survived it all.
From tuning in and turning on in the 60s to unplugging and
turning grey in the 90s, their music has commanded a cult-like
following that artists of all decades have reason to envy.
Their sound is an eclectic mix ofelectronic and acousticguitars
and pianos, story-songmelodies of theroad and life experiences
set to multi-cultural rhythms. If you haven't seen them live you
might be surprised to know that they have two drummers that
occasionallyplay simultaneously. But if you're into the Dead at
all, then you know that their music is only a part of the "Dead
Head" culture. Their concerts are internationally known to be
celebrations of experimentation in altered conscienceness, peace,
love and empowerment. Thecoexistence ofunique soundandthis
atmosphere is the secret of their success.
This successhas enabled them to act as modern day crusaderson
more than one occasion.The Dead started off as "The Warlocks,"
listing Jerry Garcia, Ron "pig pen" Me Kernan, Bob Weir, Bill
Kreutzmannand Phil Lesh as the original members. Mickey Hart
joinedin 1967, adding African and Asian percussion influences,
but by then they changed their name to The Grateful Dead and
were playing bigger shows than their coffee house beginnings.

w
Perhaps
it's best if you
don't take
all your
educational
materialshome
for summer
break.
They're breakable,i
They're
bulky. They'rei
i
!potentially incriminat-1
!ing. Right?
So let us hang on to i
iyour stuff this summeri
iand we'll give you 4i
!monthsof storage for thei
!price of 3. Thank you. i

!Class dismissed.
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Campus Comment

Hey
seniors!
What are

yourplans
following
graduation?

A FinalSay for Seniors
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A four-year acedemic,spiritual andsocial trek (or for some
five or six^ will be comin8 t0 a close on June 11 as Seattle
University seniors walk down the aisle to receive their diplomas- However, many seniors will be leaving SU with more
than just their diplomas and a $20,000+ debt. They will be
leaving SU with rich, insightful and often times hilarious
experiences. In honor of these memorable experiences, the
following section willbedevotedtoseniors who were willing
to publicly reflect on their SU experience.
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A service to students
A multi-dimensionaluniversityprovidesmulti-dimensional
"I plan on pursuing my fifth
year teachingdegreeso thatI
canteach art tosecondary students injunior high."
Sarah Wong
Art / Senior

career opportunitiesforgraduatingseniors
FRANKM. aiPTICO
Staffßeporter
tion.As responsibleSeattleUniver-

sity soon-to-be alumni, you willalreadyhave amasseda vast network,
havean impressiveresume ready to
go, have established personal contacts, and have examinedand studiedwhatis suitable and availablefor
you in the realm beyondBroadway

and Madison, RIGHT?
Somehow, there was not anover-

"I'mplanning on doing JVC
for a yearandthenI'11 go into
the MITprogram back home
inFlorida."
Andrea Aguirre
Liberal Studies / Senior

Idon'tthink
students take
advantage ofallthe

attempt graduate school just
to figure out if that's really
what Iwant to do."

Marcie Lyle
Liberal Studies /Senior

Privileges stillcontinue
Discount membership at
the Connolly Athletic
Center.

Library privileges at
Lemieux Library.

Career Networking and
Job Placement Services

Alumni Audit Program:
audit of undergraduate
courses for a nominal fee.

Issues Conferences: free
workshop sessionsfor
alumni on subjects ranging
from health andfitness to
financial management.

Invitations to a varied
seriesof social and
informational gatherings,
including regional alumni
events outsideSeattle.

Free subscription to the
SUN, Seattle Unveristy's
quarterly alumni news
magazine.

Alumni Merit
Scholarships for Seattle
University undergraduate
students who are children
of alumni.

things wehave to
offer.

HelenLaßouy,
development

centerdirector

"After graduation, Iplan on
working for a year before I

Alumni Benefits

Well, the timehas come.Gradua-

whelmingpositiveresponse to that.
Donot fear,however, for you are
not alone in just realizing that
Safeway does not take financial aid
nor does K-Mart offer work-study
jobs.Ifyouarelikemanyother graduatingseniors before you,youare just
now scrambling to make the transition from SUstudents to real-world
dweller.
What many students do not realizeisthatthere are quiteanumberof
resourcesright here on campus that
assist students fromresume-editing
toalumni-mentoring.
"Idon' tthinkstudentstakeadvantage of all the things we have to

offer,"Career Development Center
directorHelen Laßouy said,despite
the more than 1,100 students her

officehas helpedindividually.
Laßouy added, "These services
are available all year round, all
through summer, so students can
stilluse them after graduation."

resumes with thePlacementOffice,
whodistribute theresume to appropriate companies andrecruiters.
" Internship information and
Resources
-Internshippositionslisted(alumni
can still take part in internships for
experience).
"Company ResourcesFiles and
ResourceLibraries
-Placement office assists students
in researching specific companies
before interviewing.
" Job Listing
- "Job Notes," whichlists up-todateavailable jobsinthePugetSound
area and nationwide. Students may
get copy ofJob Notes via post mail
ore-mail.
ALUMNI RELATIONS OFFICE
" Project A.S.K.(Alumni Sharing Knowledge)
-Meet and talk with Seattle University alumni in different careers.
There are over 100 alumni volunteers whoalso willing to talk tostudents, answer their questions and
may take themunder their wing.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER
" Career Counseling
-Meetone ononeforpersonalized
assistance to discuss skills assessment, career possibilities, and job
search strategies,plus resume and
cover letter reviews and videotaped
mock interviews.
" CareerLibrary
-Read books on specific career
fields and ona variety of topics including interviewing and resume
writing.

"Job Listings

And, because you are financially
weary from paying thousands of
dollarsfor tuition,booksandsoforth,
these services are free of charge.
Yes, free.Theseare justsomeof the
available resources for all graduating seniors andallotherstudents as
well:
AI.BKRSPLACEMENTCENTER

"CareerStrategiesandResume
Critiques
-One-on-onemeetings withcounselors who take you through the
process of writing resumes, cover
letters and searching for what particular companies look for inapplicants.

" Resume Banks
-Students submitandregister their

-Full-timejobsand internshipsare
listed daily.
"SIGIPIus
-SIGIPlusisacomputerprogram
thathelpsstudentsassess their skills,
interests and values, and matches
them with job titles.In addition,it
houses information on 230 jobs including typical duties, occupation
outlook,plus theadvantagesanddisadvantagesof variouskindsof work.
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at last, free at last;
thank God Almighty,
we are free at last

suspect that five
last four years. I
years fromnow, whenIthink back
onmy college years, I'llhavefond
memories of classes, of learning,
but mostof allof the peopleat SU.
From my classmates in the hon-

ors program to my co-workers at
the Writing Center, fromthepeople

CampusComment

Seniors share their SUexperiences

Younever know what yougotuntilit's gone
Three weeks to go until graduation,anditfeelslikethe countdown
has begun in earnest. Although I
have spentmostof this yearpreparing forgraduation,I
can' t believeit
is almost here.
Ispent the last few weeks planning for my senior speak-out, and
this week thinking about what to
write for my final column. Both
situations have made meattempt to
come up with some final thoughts
thatsum up mycollegecareerhere
atSU.
So I'yebeen thinking alotabout
whatI
want tosay as I
headinto the
very last bitof my senior year. I
definitely know what Idon't want
to say: good-bye.
Ihave been veryfortunate tofind
somany wonderful people herethe
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MARY

NICOL

Spectator Columnist

IlivedwithinCampion tothepeople
in the Pre-Law Society, you have
all made me grow, intellectually,

emotionally, and spiritually. So
have the faculty andstaff members
I
have worked withoverthe lastfew
years.
Casual acquaintances as well as
close friendshaveenriched my experience so much. Iam onlynow
realizingthe depth with which you
haveall changedme.
Iguess theold cliche is true: you
never know what you've got until
am about to
its gone. Now that I
leave SU, Ihave finally begun to
reflect on my experiences, and to
value themproperly.

Ifthelastfew weeks,monthsand
yearshave taught me anything, it is
the importance of cherishing the

peoplearound me,and tellingthem
what theymean to me.
Like manyother graduates, I'm
preparingtoleaveWashingtonstate
for afew years,andI'llbe leaving
my friends and familybehind. But
these same people have given me
the strength to make this journey
ahead of me, to take a risk and to
challenge myself. I
wouldn't be
ready or able to make this transition and to be successful without
what Ihave learned over the last
few years.
I
know the next few years won't
be easy, but there have certainly
beensomeroughtimeshere as well.
Ifeel much more ready,though,to
handlethe tough times now than I
did whenI
came toSeattle University, and Iknow that my support
system isn't goingtoevaporatejust
becauseIam a few states away.
Iwanted tospare you theinsidejokereminisces about the specific
memories which Imost cherish, or
even theoneswhichmake melaugh,
and Ididn't want to get sappy or
maudlin in this column, althoughI

Creating the perfect professor

know now that I
didn't succeed in

that.

YetIwant to tell all of you who
are graduating, good luck in dealing with this bigchange in the best
way you can. And for all of you
who will be back next year, don't
waitfor yourownlast few weeks to
realize how lucky you are here,or
to tell thepeople whomatter to you
that you care. You won't believe
how soon that opportunity disappears.
As for me,I'mnot goingto mention specific people here. Iknow
I'd accidentally leave people out,
but more importantly, I
can't express in a short little newspaper
columnevenaquarter ofthe things
Iwant tosay to eachof youperson-

approach

Seattle

standard

reproductive health to kindergartners through 12th
graders."

Cheri Peterson
Biology / Senior

ally.
I'verealized that Idon'thave to
say good-bye, especially not for

good. I've also realized just how
much Ineed to say thank you.
MaryNicol is graduating in

philosophy.

term studying and clarifies the longterm rewardsofconstant, gradual,re-

petitive study (evenifIdon't doit).
Thismasterexpectsmetomeaningme with an enthusiasm which far fully engageinclasspreparation,parTheday draws nigh when Ishall
transcends the motivationofhaving ticipation andattendance,andteaches
bestow the coveted, long-awaited
me usefulmethods to thoseends. Yet,
spent$1,425 for theclass.
Haley Awards.These will go to inability
an
if personal, health or job problems
She orhe awes me with
structors who have awed me with
conflicts, she or he extends
present
to elucidate the basicand far-reachlevels ofexcellence whichapproach
discipline
empathelicappropriatelatitudetowork
hisorher
ingintricaciesof
my definition of that ever-hunted,
withlaser precision and efficiency, through them, to fulfill class requirebeast,
ThePerfect Profesmythical
largely
from memory. She or he ments.
sor. [This is my vain attempt to distortions which repulse the aver- weaves a mind-stretching tapestry
Inthat,thisperfectone demonstrates
assumeasliverof immortality onthe age person. She or he devotes 110
an
picextraordinary integrationof heart
and
words
and
of
rich
colorful
walls of peopleIadmire; but don't percent to mining and faceting the tures,
and
perfectly
with
timed
intellect. She orhe primarily delaced
roughdiamonds within therecesses
tell them that.]
widely
an
sires
to transfer tome as much knowlWith
audienceof
humor.
like ofmy relativelydarkenedmind. She
As afreedom-lovingperson,I
edgeofthe subject as possible, within
diverse
and
personalities,
b
ackgrounds
to assume my equality with all othlevels of apprehension, this master theconstraints of timeand ofmy moers. However,I'vecaught aglimpse
tivationandability.She orheextends
seems to"speak intongues."
of the difference between most
each
a
sincere attitude of wanting me to
Thismasterwritesanoutlineof
to
Iam very
'
undergrads and a Ph.D.: 1) many
board,
the
on
master
the subject and earn an "A,"
e
xpands
day
s lectureon
additional yearsofdredgingupmen- have
with
many
and diverges from it, yet always fol- rather than tricking or excludingme
tal stamina/enthusiasm; 2) a natural
lows itpoint bypoint;andneatlyticsit through adversarial jealousy.
who work hard to
brilliance that allows better-thanThisperfectoneis muchlesscritical
all togetherin the lastminute ofclass.
computer-like recall of appropriate
this
She or hemakes every effort, within anddemandingofmethanI
amofher/
facts and examples withina lecture
amverygrateful tohavestudied
reason, to clarify my questions and him.I
University
at
context.
leadme toanswers. This professor's withmanywhowork hardtoapproach
Thus,I
feel eminentlyqualified to
dooris alwaysopen to assist the ear- this standard at Seattle University. I
elucidate theindividually necessary
regret Ididn't have time/money to
nest
truth seeker.
to,
and jointly sufficient conditions orhediscovers, andawakens me
effort,
inspires
study with many others who dolikemy best
She or he
magic
which define suchperfection. So,if my potential, as if holding a
I,
because increasingly,appreciate the wise.
noone wants tohire a graduate with mirror before my startled face.
Oh, the Haley awards? To paraamount of workand care which went
with
a
respect
She or he treats me
less than 20 years to devote to the
phrase
acorny axiom,"If theyearned
intothepreparationofeachday'sclass;
haven't necessarilyearned,
company store, and ifIretain little which I
one,
to
it
proportion
give
I
want
to
back
in
willcome."
and which Ioften find lacking in what
else,at leastI
can cling to this.
I've received,althoughIknow
Sheor
ThePerfect Professor accepts me everyday,humaninteraction.
impossible at this stage of my Marshall Haleygraduates with a
that's
unconditionally,or at least does a he never fails toopen and stimulate development. She or he strips me of degreeinjournalismand
unexplored
previously
good job of pretending. She or he my mind to
She or he infects the self-deception of hurried, short- criminal justice.
thought.
of
levels
looks past thequirksandpersonality

grateful
studied

"Next year,I'll be in JVC.
I'mgoing to be in Alaska as
a health educator teaching

"I will be going home after .
graduation tocoach football
at my old high school and
then do my applications for
graduate school for student
development."

George Theo
Psychology / Senior

"My plans are to pursue a
career in student developmentafter graduation.Hopefully in a year's time, I'll
come backandjoin thegraduate program here at SU, but
right now I'm expectingmy
child soIhave to wait."

Hector Recinos
Spanish/Senior
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So long, farewell, auf wied

Goodriddance toS

It's been real, it's been
JERRY PIONK
fun .

..

Well, it's done. And boy, what a non-stop
joyrideit has been.
I
remember startingthis yearthinking, "Gee,
my senior year.How hardis it reallygoing to
be?"Imean,I'dhave a few basic coreclasses,
my ROTC stuff, and then the ever-fulfilling
work at The Spectatortooccupymy time.The
rest would be party central.
And in the beginningit was.
Everyother weekendhundredsofmy closest
friends wouldcome togatheratour place inthe
'hoodtopartake in allmannerofbacchanalian
festivities.The beer flowed like sweet nectar,
themusican aphrodisiac and the women...ahh
the women.It was quite easily the most care-

free time of my life.
But then, sometime after Christmas, things
began tochange. Thebeer wasn't as sweet, and
the parties losttheir luster. Responsibility tenfoldloomed around thecorner like a bullyand
Iwantedto preparemyself.
My work at this finestudent newspaperalso
began to take itstollonmy very being. What a
thankless jobit is being downherein thebowclsoftheStudentUnionßuilding.Thepaysucks
fortheamount of time oneputs inaroundhere.
No one reallyeverhadmuch good to say, and
when we did get feedback it was always for
had to test those
where wegoofed. Aboveall,I
fine ethics I've been shaping throughout my
journalisticstudies.Believe me,it'smucheasier
thinkingyou cangive anobjectiveandbalanced
work without thelikes of Big Billand the administration breathingdownyour neck.
Now it'salmost over,and thisspringhasbeen
a very reflective time for me. What did Ilearn
here? Wasthe government'smoney well spent

ManagingEutor(Remd)

on my education? Why do the Seattle Supersonics alwayschoke intheplayoffs? Yaknow,
important philosophical stuff.
Well I
reachedthe conclusion that, bygum,
Idid learn something here. Ilearned that the
know. Asimpleconcept
know, thelessI
moreI
really.The more Iam educated,themore my
ideasand beliefs are brokendown.The simple
black and white turning intomore shades of

Badboys, bad Asian boys, whatcha gonna do

after all my logical reasoning,it comes down
to the fact thatmy gutguidesmy actions fairly
well.
guess this wasn'tlearnedhereatSU.Infact,
I
I
learneditfrommy childhood.Star Wars tobe
morespecific."Trustyourfeelings,Jer."Now,
here at a new beginning, I
come back to that
basic lesson.
Well.lcouldgoonforeveronStarWarology
but I
must take thetimetoacknowledgea few
gray. Someofyoumaybe saying, "Well then people.
say,
youmustnothavehadveryfirmbeliefs."I
Toeveryone atThe SpectatorI'dlike tosay
beliefs,
so
then you probably don't know my
thanks for the living hell you have put me
and
column,
damnit,
I'll through. Bill, good luck next year and stay
shut up. This is my
write whateverIfeel like.
fuzzy.Phan,my Asian brother, thanks for belearnedthat
because
I
onmy side.ToMarie, thanksforall thefine
ing
also
don't
Anyway I
I
may
everything,
incopyediting.Tony,thanks forthebeer.
is
that
detail
possibly
know
there the
where
else, thanks for neveradull mobaddecisions.Thisis
I
have
To
everyone
make some
have faith ment.
come toaccept my notion offaith. I
amgenerallyaprettygoodguy.
To two very important womenat SU, you
in thefactthat I
Imeana few RAs, security andpeople on11th shouldknow who you are,Iwantto say thank
floor Campion might beg to differ, but they you for teachingmethemostimportant lessons
aren't exactly thebest people to ask. Iknow about the heart. Love,hate and love again.
Finally,Ineed to take the time to thank the
that my feelingsin situations have guided me
betterthananything else,andI
have faith that, boys,the fellas,TheChair. ToGabe,thanksfor

This is my column,
damnit, and I'll write
whatever Ifeel like.

the new habit,allthe trust, and somesound financial advising.ToEstephenMichaelSimerly,
Iwantto thank youfor thehangovers,the great
Mardi Grasadventure,and foropeningmyeyes
toseeanindividual guidedbypassion.ToChopChop Hiner, thanksforthe 20minutes toReno,
and for lettingme know that not all folk from
Idahoareignorant.Toßrian, thank youfor just
being you. To Matto, even though Istrongly
feel that you're screwing up your life with a*
certain someone, thanks for beingconsistent.
To Daxs, the person more opposite from me
thananyone elseI'veever known, thank you
for re-affirmingmy ownidentityand appreciating yours. Andof course to Aaron, Idon't
'
havethespace to thank youfor thethingsyou ye
done.
haveeverhadthehonorofknowToallthoseI
ing,and toSU
in
' general, thanks for thelastfew
years.They yebeen,allthingsconsidered,pretty
damn good.That's it.Jerry out.Buh-bye.

Jerome Pionk graduates with a degree in
journalism and willbe commissioned as a
2ndlieutenant in the United States Army.
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riddance toSpectator seniors

welcometoPhantasyisland

On June 11, 1991, Igraduated
from highschool. Now,four years
later Iwill graduate from Seattle
University. WhenIgraduatedfrom
highschool,Icouldn't waitto leave
Columbia River High School. I
wasready toleavebehindthe'cliquish'circle of friends and begin my
studies at Seattle University. I
wanted to prepare myself for the
'real world.' Althoughit tookme a
while,Ifinally realized that there
was much more to college than
books and classes. For this, Iam
very thankful because it has allowedme to grownot onlyintellectually but as an individual.
The holistic approach of Seattle
University's Jesuit education has
provided each of us with the foundation tosucceed. As students, we
have acquired the necessary tools
to pursue our future goals. As students, we werealso treated with the
respect that individuals deserveby
our professors not as mere numbers. We have been a part of a
community from the classroom to
theresidencehalls tocampus ministry to the numerous clubs and
activities. More importantly, as

—

numerous obstacles we proved to manner that will continue to be
endeavDuring my sophomore year, I ourselves that we would succeed: reflected through our future
receiving
only
For
we
not
when
we
ors.
are
had the opportunity to analyze the There was the oral exam
grown in
effects smokinghas on society for knew we wouldbe tongue-twisted, our degrees, we have
only had
While
I
ease;
ways.
with
countless
words
out
by
researching
but the
came
a sociology class,
the tobacco industry and their ad- there was the validine with no the foresightto focus onmyclasses
highschool,
vertisingcampaigns aimed at chil- moneyand we wereabout tostarve, whenIgraduatedfrom
quickly
opened to
dren. Thisled to aninternship with but mom anddad came to the res- my eyes were
new
my
home had to
members of this community we the American Lung Association in cue;there wasthe biologyclass we everything
thought
never
fail,
but offer. MomandDad
were taught the importanceofedu- Washington, D.C. last summer. knew we were doomed to
home,
call
butI
now
would
Seattle
cation for service and leadership. Currently,Ivolunteer with the To- still got a 'B. We overcame each I
of
many
two
Like
homes.
The knowledge we gained in the baccoFree Coalition ofSno-King. of these obstacles because we re- have
I
recallevery
class
not
may
you,
I
classroom acquires its true value While my viewshave beenheavily membered that there is no such
always
will
college,
I
to
took
in
but
once it can be appliedbeyond the influenced by theloss of my father thing as failureand we chose not
remember my roommates as well
mournour defeats.
to smoking-related diseases, it is
have
as the numerous other friends I
have
to
flexSometimes we
be
my education that has enabled me
of
our
varied
Regardless
change
ourcourse
of
made.
enough
to
Through our education to develop my interests in a con- ible
structive manner. Each of these action in order to moveon. How interests and disciplines of study,
for service and
experienceshas laidthe foundation manyof us changedmajors before we have all shared in our experileadership,we havebeen for my future successes as Ipursue graduating? Those changesreflect enceas members oftheSeattleUniversity community.
given thestrength toact a law degree with an emphasis in the many achievements experiIam not saying goodbye to SU,
enced at Seattle University as we
ina moral manner that public policy.
school, becauseI
But whatis success? Itis not just grew as individuals. You and I like Idid to high
will continue tobe
these
past
four years, as well
a single moment of triumph; in- know we have core values that we know
friends,
from,
my
but we will be as
will always be with
reflected through our
will not part
stead, it is measured by every step
Instead,
so
me.
I
am saying hello to
enough
change
to accept
taken in the journey to achieve our flexible
future endeavors.
challenges.
us
new
rigidity
doesn't hold
goals. In fact, we often run into that our
many brick walls along the way, back.
Through our education for ser- JenniferKampsulagraduates
boundariesofthe classroomby giv- but an obstacle inour waydoes not
Instead,
each
time
vice
and leadership, we havebeen with a degreeinpolitical science
community.
For mean failure.
ing back to the
me, as well as many of you, this we made it around one of those giventhe strength toact in a moral andphilosophy.
could not be more true.

WelcometoIsPlahanndtsy

much more important than

grades.

"Save allyourpapers.Itis a timehonored

Some people have important things to say
and somepeople think they have important
things to say.Idon't claim to be either. 1just
write.

AMY O'LEARY / ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

new habit,all the trust, and some sound fi-

the
nancial advising.ToEstephenMichael Simerly,
Iwant to thank you forthehangovers,the great
Mardi Grasadventure,andfor openingmy eyes
toseeanindividual guidedbypassion.ToChopChopHiner, thanksforthe 20minutes toReno,
and forlettingmeknow thatnotall folk from
Idahoareignorant.ToBrian,thankyou forjust
strongly
being you. To Matto,even though I
life
your
screwing
with a
up
feel that you're
being
for
consistent.
someone,
thanks
certain
To Daxs, the person more opposite from me
than anyoneelse I've ever known, thank you
re-affirmingmy ownidentity andapprecingyours. And ofcourse to Aaron,Idon't
havethespace to thank you forthe thingsyou've
done.
ToallthoseIhaveeverhadthehonorofknowing,and toSU in general, thanks for the lastfew
years.They'vebeen,all thingsconsidered,pretty
damngood. That's it. Jerry out. Buh-bye.

t-

Jerome Pionk graduates with a degreein
journalism and will be commissioned as a
2ndlieutenant in the United States Army.

In threeshort weeks,my SU lifeends.My
timehere was full ofgood memories,but also
some bitter ones.I
won't dwell toomuch on
the bitter memories,inprint anyway. Before
Ileave SU, I'd like to pass on some tips on
how to survive the college experience.
" Give up.If you are not a 4.0 G.P.A.
studentby now, you certainly won'tbecome
one in three weeks.

"Alwayscheck andreviewyour intellec-

tualdevelopment.Ididnot dothis regularly
and now I'mpaying the price for my negligence. On the last inspectionof my intellecdiscovered a horrifying
tual development, I
years
ofcollegemy brain did
fact.Inmy five
three to four inches,
grew
not grow.My waist
nearly
of
yet the circumference my skull is
unchanged. Don't let this happento you.
" Don't delude yourself. Know exactly
why youare in college.Contrarytopopular
belief, a SU student is not one who is dedicated to learning, developing values, and
Rather, a SU
preparing for a life of service.
thousands of
spends
student is aperson who
or
she
can scavdollars on tuition so that he
enge for "free" food.
To be well fed, you must stay informed.
Here are some tips:
Know when the fall and spring picnics
oncampus
are held. Thisis the bestfree meal
because there is ice cream and you can always go back for seconds.
Find out if anyone is retiring.
Attend club meetings since they often
servepizza.

—
—

throughout your
tradition to rehash papers
'
education. Thisdoesn tmeanyoushould just
write one paper and hand it in for all your
assignments. Youmust customize it (breach

—

assignment. Ihave successfully rehashed

papers.It is thesecretto whyIam graduating
SummaCumC+. I
haveallthe papers Iwrote
since second grade. Hereis a sample of one
of my philosophy papers.Iitalicized the part
that was rehashed. If I
didn't point it out to
gain weight.
" Do notlook downonprocrastinators. you, you would never have known it was
This societyhas asick bias againstprocras- rehashed because it fits in my paper so
tinators.Iknow becauseIam one. But show seamlessly.
Descartes:Meditations onFirstPhilosophy:
me a procrastinator and Iwill show you
Rene Descartes took onnoless a task than
someone whohassome veryadmirable qualito
prove "that Godexists and that thehuman
ties.
to
mindis
person
tobe able
distinct from thebody"(4).Descartes
It takes a verycreative
his
or
her
room.
reorganizing
believed the proofs for those two topics befill one's time
ways
longed within the domain of philosophers
of
to
only
be afinitenumber
Theremay
rearrange a room, but count on theprocrasti- ratherthan theologians.Anestablishedmathnator to push the envelope and stretch the ematician, he was convinced that natural
limits. The procrastinator will always find reason was capable of such proofs.
" Heused
namely to
geometers,
his
or
room.
the
methods
of
the
to
her
way
reorganize
more
one
premises
on which a desired
Those who procrastinate also make fine set out all the
street performers. Actually, we are among proposition depends, before drawing any
thebest. Why,Iam workingon my act right conclusions about it"(9).
If these two truths could be established,
now. It involves me, a banjo,aharmonica, a
tambourine, a German shepherd, a poodle, Descartes would have a foundation to build
and a gymnast. (Ican' t reveal whatour act is, allknowledgeupon. With anuncertainfounbutit will be anamazingperformance).Look dation, "anythingbuilt on them collapses of
for us at a street corner near your home. We its own accord"(l2). In this paper Iwill
will be touring street corners all across King concentrate on showing how Descartes
proved the existence of God. However, beCounty this summer.
" Know when it is appropriate to cram. foreIcanproceed to thepropersubject ofthis
My motto is, "if you cram, youare damned." paper,Iwill try to summarize his arguments
There is no place for cramming in college. on how thehumanmind is betterknown than
Why cramwhen allyouare goingtodois stay the body. The arguments are interconnected
up all night and kill brain cells which you and from Descartes' view, the proof of the
Starta network offood scavengers.You
only have one pair of eyes and ears.If you
join up with others, there is no limit to the
amountof food youcan find.Youmight even

...

existenceofGodlogicallyfollowstheunderstanding that the humanmind is betterknow
than the body.
This summerI
did lots offun things. One
day, meandmymommywentto thepark. We
hadfun. We played a lot. She pushedme on
cried andcried. I
the swing set very high. I
said, "Mommy! Mommy!
" Don't push me
higher,lamgoing todie. She laughedatme
and pushed me harder. And then at that
moment, inspiration hit me and Iclearly
understood whatDescartesmeant by meth-

odological doubt.

" Do not study on the third floor of the

library,especially whenyou have an important project to do. An affair with a
magazinealmost always seems more enticing than a relationshipwith a text book.

Phan Tran graduates with a degree in
philosophy. He willbe accepting donations
for the Tran-Leisure-Fund.
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Campus Comment

Let's get to work-like a Vernon
I'lltry to spare you the full 500-word allotment. God knows I've
hadmyspace to blowoff steam...are
you reading this with hopes of a
politically-based treatise? Ididn't

"I'm goingto continuingphilosophy in at theKuleuven."
Andy Slade
Literature /Senior

think so.
I'vedecided tocall my autobiography: "Ohmygosh! Woman in
Chartreuse Shirt." Consider this the
excerpt from Chapter 95: "TheSU
Years."...
All right,I've learned something
about analyticphilosophy,phenomenology,Kantianphilosophy,Plato/
Socrates, Aristotle, Gadamer,
Derrida, Aquinas...which is odd,
given thatI'm aHome Economics
major. Still, I'm confident that my

education at SU has been well
rounded and willbenefit me greatly
in my future vocation as a waiterat
Red Robin.
■ButI
have noreal fears aboutmy
upcoming stintin the "RealWorld."
MTV pays well,andPuck willnotbe
invited back. Even though Iam

(ouch!) at D. Bosco,jogging at the
Homestead, sending Andy into the

bay after the long toss, snowball
wars on Spring Street, dancing the
Copacabanainthelivingroom, winning and losing at the Oscars, phiteeteringat thebrinkof theage limit losophizingovergreasy burgersand
for true grungeness,Icancall upon bottomless vatsofJava,takingplenathe angst as well as thebestof them.
My Pathway may not lead to the
knowWeezer
doorsofStanford,butI

But Ihave no real

whenI
hear them.
I
havelearned muchfrom thefaculty and staffandSeattle U, regardless of whether Naomi Wolf and I
could do lunch. Still,(I'mserious,
havelearnedinfinitely greater
here)I
lessonsfrom thosestudents whohave
been sogenerousand forgiving as to
share someof their time withme.
not
Itake away nothing moresignificance than lessons learned from
evening with the Simpsons, late
nights atBauhaus andtheSit-n-Spin ry smokeless smoke breaks, stroll(replete withdiscretebonuspeggins), ing aroundGreen Lake,kayakingat
frisbee onLemieux Lawn,"ultimate" LakeUnion,viewingthesamemov-

fears about my
upcoming stint in
the "Real World."
MTV pays well,
andPuck will
be invited back.

Where there s a wi11...
program at SUin the fall."

Kirn Mendez
English / Senior

"The Quigg family vacations
inMexico for a week. Then
on the 26th of JuneI'll start
my career at the best law
school in the U.S., the SU
School ofLaw."
Jim Quigg
Political Science / Senior

"I'll be going

to Houston,

Texas next year to do JVC.
Then,I
plan to get a master's
in teaching."

Chad Quesnell
Journalism /Junior

Greg Vernon graduates with a
degreeinphilosophy.

tears of joy from the past years; To
Fr. Pat, Fr. John, Fr. Spitzer, Fr.
Sherburne, and Fr.O'Leary, thank
you all for the support and love.I
leave you hugs from your favorite

Lees, Analees,Leesa

Peeves: Chad's "Get a ticket on the clue train,"phrase,
Grant's tickles, Cheri's super clean room,Fr.Pat's Republican jokes
Will: I, AnalizaMarie MilayTubal,being of weird, but
stablemindand able body, do herebybequeath the following: To my little sisters: Angelica P., my sunflower
paraphanelia; Anne Q., all my tapes; Amy S., my vase;
Michelle,my alarmclock from Search; Stephanie, all the
spicy Thai food you can eat; Kathryn,anythingyou want;
Shannon, allmy Biology notes; Aimee L., all TSBmemories; Leah 8., my diary; Marriann S., the Students For Life
box; To my little brothers: Kris T.and Stephen 0.,my
Filipino jokes;JasonD.,myability to roll lumpia; GrantE.,
mybook,"StillCatholic After AllThese Years;"BillyC,the
ability to tell a jokeand Filipino food;Lindbergh M.,my
ability to smileand not advertise for Colgate; To Priya, all
thechocolateshe wants; ToThuy,Nordstrom;To Laura,my

would guess.

P., I
leave you allour memories of
our first party, all our late night
coffee runs, that one specialguy in
ourdepartment, but most of all the

TUBAL

"I'm goingto begin the MIT

iesover and overand over("Letme
tell you what "Like A Virgin" is
about") ACTING!, spilling it with
membersofBillW.s family,eating
Chinese take-out under the sun in
VolunteerPark.
(Doesn't that make you want to
write, "You're so sweet! Stay cool
andhave anice summer!!")
Ihave come to believe that there
are no lessons more profound or
more integral to ones growth as a
human than the laughing, crying,
fighting,joking,listening,thinking,
praying and dreaming done in the
presence of others. Ilearned that
fromyou.
have
Every conversationyouandI
heart
my
my
had is in
mind and in
forgot toslyly encode it in
(evenifI
that oneramblingparagraph). You
will be with meforthe restof my life
and Ibet that Ilove you than you

Cheri Petersen, Chad Quesnell, Analiza Tubal
ability todance Tahitian, To Chadand Carlene,my
blessings (hint!);To Jim, allmy politically incorrect
shirts; To the couples: Michelle B. and Gavin, and
Claire M. and Josh D., a honeymoonin Guam; To
Susan C, my book, "Growing Up Catholic"; To
Christian H.,Igive youback allyour sweatshirts;To
Pelita 1., my ability to be a megaphone and a
motormouth; Tomy bestestand dearest friend,Cheri

islander.; To my sister, Tricia, to
grow, live life and be alive; and to
my parents, for my life,your love,
warmth,respect,understandingand
patience.I
LOVE YOUMOM AND
DAD! To the awesome Searchers
of Spring '95, remember always
thatyouare all treasures; Toall my
friends,especially theClass of '95,

pleaseremember mebecause Iwill
always remember you. Ilove you
all! Take care!

Analiza Tubal graduates with a
degreein generalscience.

Ad Majorem Quigg Gloriam...
Jim

QUIGG

womanon campus. Residential Life Staff,
thanks for the leadershipandlife experience.
ASSU, thanks for giving me as much modesty as you did authority. Sr.Melissa,God
picked a real gem in you, my soul mate.
Sarah, thank you forchallenging my beliefs
more concisely and intelligently than anyone ever has before. Pete, you undoubtedly

This picture symbolizesmy SeattleUniversity
make Tonyand Sandy the proudest parents
havealways
experienceoverthe pastfouryears. I
in Oregon.Teacher Catherine, it'sallabout
felt welcome andwell-taken care of by everyone
heart, man.Thanks for the lessons...in tenfrom George,my RA, to Fr. Sullivan,my presinis.
dent. Iwould like to thank themand a few other
Iwill conclude this gratuitous love-fest
people for teachingmeaboutcommunity andthe
with a few wordsof wisdom. Ithink SU is
joyoflivingone'slifefor thegreaterglory ofGod.
the greatestschool in the world. Ithink we
Fr. Spitzer,you taughtmepractically everything
canimprove ourselves bystaying truetoour
Iknow about what really matters in life. Laura
motto: Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam. Our
Henning,youhelpedmefigureoutwhatFr.Spitzer Father SullivanandJim Quigg
uniqueness stems from our willingness to
wastalking about,and showedmewhathemeant
provide solid answers to the tough queswithyourunselfishactioas.IHAFS, Students For
tions. Hesitationtoprovide students with the
Life and College Republicans, you gave me a
path to truth canonlyrob anotherbrick from
chance toput my philosophy into action.
Ithink SU is the greatest school in
the Ignatian foundation of God's truth and
Len Beil,you treatedmelikea friendandason;
love.
the world.
ladmireyourconstantattentiontoaregularstudent's
concerns.Fr.Sullivan,ifLenismydad,youare my
grandfather. Thanksforyour devotion toaschool keep
Jim Quigggraduates with a
the Life Principles alive. Connolly crew, you've
very
deeply
degree
for.
in political science.
I
care
shape. Phyllis, you are the most patient
Claire, you are likea sister. Aunt Elenor, you kept me in
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Dan Cortez speaks What can Isay?
sheriff

Scan PE Cumminjjs

interlakehi-classO'BB.u.s Army'BB-'9l,bcc?,S.U. '93-'9s=cowabunga

bellevueway, jenl4Bth-blast, chuckßeaconHill-goodtimesbypool
(quityerwhining).run4theborder, JeeP. stamina, bigkahoona, Tdomevanhln/u2/ptnrbrl /egls,paramount-10000mncs,rbrtplnt,gorge-stvmllr
neilyng / prljam csn / fltwdmac / stlydan / tmptty, moore-georgethrgd,

CampusComment

What is your
fondest memory
ofSU?

sthave.-stvprry,memstadium-mtlica/cndlbx,coliseum-sups?lnrdsknrd/
dpchmd,Kdome-chcknhwks/mrinrs/gns&rs's/mtlica/rllngstns,arena-

stp / boingo / Thirds graduationatlast! nomoredebits&credits, thenxtomtty (mr.?), Inda&kndcekle, cheky (allkeepintouch) Quad, righteous.

alki,seafair,byteOseattleoceanshores"howbig'syourseagull?"mt.rainier,
hangingundies"YES"puyallupfair,abandonedtrail"WooooW"victoria
"happyßday"seaside"fasci.."downbytheriver>l

may friendshipsstayali ve-j ackm,jasonv,j ohnm. wese,

keggers*iluvyoumazzy,grams,gramps,auntie,cuzzes*ForeverYoursStacy!
<futureplans:FortisFinancialGroup& to live life to its lullesl>
Scan Cummings willgraduate with a degreein accounting.

Forfour years Ihavehad to wait
graduate
Untilthaiday I
The timehascome andIamready
Tobe dowsed withcongratulationsandconfetti
Throughthe yearsIhavegainedmany friends
In which many things must be said
Thanks to"Chant" and"Golden Sex" theSkov twins
Fromall yourparlies I
havegatheredmany
sins
"
and
But"CazmanianDevil" 'T
shall not be forgotten
For youguysare cooland notrotten
BillChristiansonis atriggin' thug
Toobad you can't grow a proper goatteeonyourmug
Thenthere'sMullin the Chronic otherwiseknown asBrian
The Warriors andRaiderssuckandI'mnot lying
Ofcourse I'mkiddingso don'thateme
Justremember thereis alwaysK.T.
Finally thereis Jason who someknowas Ox
When at any givenmomentheis ready tobox
Althoughyoumay seemmild and silent
Thanks for teachingme how to be violent
Mylistoffriends is not limited to justa few
Sohere aremore tosay "Thank You"to
Andrew,Susan,MichelleandTito
Scott, Jessie,J.D.,JenandJimbo
Tomjari, Sharm,BrianM.andMaryT.
Sr.Helenand everyoneatCJLC.
havementionedare just a start
The namesI
But to allI
have forgotten chargeit to myheadandnotmy
heart
Thispoemis gettinglengthy, almost apage
ButIwon't forgetashout-out toMichael Cage
goI
have tosayonemore thing
BeforeI
ToGodthe AlmightyKingof Kings
Thank you for guidingmethis far
You'll alwaysbemy shining star
Soadiosy'allfromAPP.
DanCortez nonot theone onMelroseorMTV
I'llhavefondmemoriesand aB.A.inpsychology
just wishthey offered acoursein pimpology
I

Health Guybye-bye...
BRIAN

-

-

-

PeaceandI'mout
Daniel Cortez
PS
To everyoneat work it'sbeenswell
Even thoughat timesit wasaliving h— l
hopeyou all remember my wonderful artwork
I
And don't worry,my spirit will alwayslurk
Finally,SpringSEARCH1995 wasareal treat
It wasanexperience that can'tbebeat
So toall my fellow searchers whatever youdo
Don't forget the treasureofyou
DC
DanCortez graduateswitha degreein

psychology.

HealthEditor
Youmay be wondering whoyou
lave been listening to about your
lealth. Who is this person telling
-ne how to be healthy. Who has
Seen tellingme how to fix myproblems'.' Well, if you arc not asking,
you probably should be.
Iam a senior nursing student.
When Igraduateon June 11,1 will
havemybachelorofscience innursing, or BSN. Iwill then take my
NfCLEX exam and, if Ipass, becomea registered nurse, or RN.
The provision ofhealth care is a
learn effort. It requires the work of
everyonefromthetech to themedi:al specialist. Everyone has a job
lhat needs to bedone to ensure the
most efficient and beneficial care
lo the patient.
RNs arean essential part of this
>ystem. We are the vital link between the patient and the doctor.
Yes, you can train a tech to take
vital signs of patients. It is a task
thatis easy to impart on someone
without a four-yeardegree. It is not
that vital signs are not important.
Fhey are very important, thus the
name "vital"! Yes, the RNneedsto
know ifthere arc any unusual vital
iigns on a patient they are taking
:are of. But running around to
;very patient to take vital signs is
time consuming. If the RN had to
jo this, it would take away from
tiis/her time that could be better
spent assessing the patient's state
afnealth or collaboratingwith the
doctors to provide the bestpossible
;are.

The doctor does not see the patients24-hours aday like the nursing staff. The RNs see these patientsall dayevery day. Theyknow
their problems, they know their
.-oncerns. Do you think that a tech
;ould explain to the patient whois

inxious about their upcoming
laparoscopic cholecystectomywhat
that surgery entails?
What if a new drug has been

Iamevryan?

jrdercd,and thedoseis too high for

That is what this reduction in RNs
will get you nothing but trouble.
As an RN. Iam responsible for
every drug that Igive to the patients. Ihave toknow whatit is for,
what the therapeutic dose foreach
particular patient is and ensure that
it is correct,I
need toknow the side
effects of the drug, make sure it is
given on lime, and it is adminis-

tered properly.
RNs are also the vital link between the high-techmedicalterminologyand thepatient subjected to
it. We are there to teachthepatient
about his or her disease process,
how to prevent it from happening
again or how to live with it in the
best way possible. We also try to
teach peoplein or out of the hospital how to stay healthy, which was
the objective of my column this
year.
Without a full staff of RNs, the
health care system and delivery of
safe, effective care to patients,
wouldbeseriouslyhindered. Without RNs in the community,healthy
people willunduly become ill. Issues that may have been preventable will now arise.
Idon't want tomake it soundlike
there are no jobs for graduating
nursing students. There are some
very good jobsout there and many
of the near graduates have already
found them.
Take forexample,Jennifer Huff,
who states "an RNs educational
background provides thenecessary
knowledge that allows him or her
to completely address the client's
needs and to be awareof thepotential complications whereasa lesser
educated individual, ie: LPN (licensed practical nurse) or NAC
(nursing assistant, certified), does
not have the background to forsee
impending trouble." She nowhas a
job waiting for her as anRN at the
Universityof Washingtonhospital.
Itis a very competitivejob market out there for registered nurses.
Luckily for us, Seattle University
School ofNursing has givenus the
education and theedge tocompete
and, most importantly, beeffective
and safe providers of nursing care.

t the patient, high enough to bring

Matthew Hawkins (Hawk,Hersey,Mateo Mr.
& BagelCafe/
Every man dies, no everyman truly lives. Lox Stock

.

"jWtoe)

$2pitchersrule!!!...Shu.upßeavis!!...Congratulat.onsClasso»
have to get a job now?
1995!...D0es thismean I

thepatientsbloodlevels ofthedrug
ibove toxic levels, do you think
that a tech wouldcatch this error
beforethedrug was administered?

BrianLenzmeier will receive a
degreein nursing.

"My fondest story is being at
Outdoor Experience three
years in a row.."

Heather Nick
Communicaton Studies /
Senior

"My fondest memoryis probably the Around the World
party on sixth Hoot Campion
my freshman year."

CarynRegimbal
Communication Study/
Senior

'"My fondest memory is the
firstspring quarterstarting and
sitting out in the court yard
outside of the old nursing
building and meeting new
people."

Maribeth Ingemansen
Nursing /Senior

"Developinggood

friendships."

KrisBirdwell
Political Science / Senior
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" Caps and gowns and
Commencement tickets will be
issued in the Vachon Room, Fine Arts
Building, from noon to 7 p.m.
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sponsored by the Alumni
Association, will be held at 9 a.m. in
the Campion Tower Ballroom, East
I James Street and Tenth Avenue. For

—

more information, call 296-6100.
" Commencement begins at 12:40
,305
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but seating is limited.
" The President's Reception will be
held in Campion Ballroom, East
James Street and Tenth Avenue, from
4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. Your family and
friends are welcome and will be
personally greeted by the president.
" A breakfast for the graduates,
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I I" Caps and gowns and

Commencement tickets will be
issued in the Vachon Room, Fine Arts
Building, from noon to 1p.m
" Baccalaureate Mass will be held at
2:40 p.m. at St. James Cathedral,
Ninth Avenue and Marion Street.
William J.Sullivan,SJ, President of
Seattle University will be the
principal celebrant and homilist.
Tickets are not required
, for the Mass,

(II^** \

- Rafael (hlonzo,(l)ichelle KlndaU

&hank youroeueßyone [or youß submissions, you maypick up disks
andphacoat rheßpecratoßinrhebasemeni of.rheJSfcudem

\ UnionBuilding.

Arts& Entertainment

EDI

"The Perez Family" bound
to be a summer favorite
Katy Koenen

Australian film
touchestaboo
Katy Koenen

Movie Critic
"The Heartbreak Kid"is an Australian filmaboutlove, betrayal
and self-determination. Christina is an ethnically Greek Australian and bright young high school teacher. She lives with her
parents, speaks Greek at home (conveniently subtitled), and is
engaged to Dmitri, a proper young executive, who is alsoethnically Greek. Unfortunately,he is as boring as all get-out. Both he
and her father have Donna Reed aspirations for Christina;however, neither bothers to consult her.
While she is reeling from being pushed, pulled, and bullied
about the weddingplans as Dmitri schemes to win a city council
seat, Christina is also teaching history and trying to save a
handsome, athletic, and motherless student from himself, going
so far as to volunteer to organizeand coach asoccer team a team
the school has never before sanctioned, in spite of five years
worthof requests.

Have your warning bells gone off yet? How about if Itell you
that Christina is 22, and Nico 17?
Nico,Nick, is in love with her, and although she recognizes the
ethical pitfalls, Christina eventually tumbles into love withNico.
To her credit, she does intentionally spurn Nick's affections.
Where Nick is concerned, however, Christina is the one in control. She is the one who is in the position to come or stay, she is
the one whogets to say yes or no, whereor when.She holds all the
cards. This is quite a contrast to her home life, whereher
- fiance
has gone so far as to buy a house for them to live in directly
across the street from her parents and with her father's money.
In daring to take up with, and continue seeing,Nico, Christina
learns to stand up for herself, to live her own life, rather than one
fashioned out of her father's fantasy. She is, predominantly, a
very sympathetic character.
Except for the majorethical problem of a teacher sleeping with
a student, it was a very pleasant romance. Knowing the subject
matter, and given the recent news coverage ofa similar incident,

MovieCritic
"The Perez Family" is like a
really good book that you don't
want to have end, which is good,
since it is taken from the novel
by Christine Bell. It's the first
time in recent memory that I
have been so enchanted by a
film that Iwantedit to draw out
as long as possible-;., spite of
the fact that there were times
that Iwas on the edge of my
seat wishing that the climax

would alleviate the tension,
leaving me to bask in the denouement.

"The Perez Family" is about
JuanRaul Perez,a former sugarcane plantation owner who has
been a political prisoner inCuba
for 20 years.
Carmela Perez, Juan Raul's
wife, and Teresa, his daughter,
have been in Miami since
shortly before Juan Raul's im-

prisonment.
Carmela has been waiting so
long that the waiting itself has
"become a friend."
"The Perez Family" is about
Dottie Perez, a sugar cane field
laborer who dreams of America
and of John Wayne.
"The Perez Family" is about
dreams.
"The Perez Family" is about

waiting.
"The Perez Family" is about
emigration.
"The Perez Family" is about
true love.

"The Perez Family"is awash
with adventure and romance,
Ihad expectedit to be much more smarmy.
fantasy and stigma. It is beAs a movie, "The Heartbreak Kid" was diverting enough. I sieged by comedyandoccasiondon't resent having seen it. It was creditably acted and quite ally by sentiment. "The Perez
engaging. Within the first fiveminutes ofhavingbeen introduced Family"scoffs at thelimitation
to Christina's family,Iwas glad Iwasn't marrying Dmitri, and I of blood as the only means of
was really glad my parents aren't quite so insane when it comes to relation.
monitoring my life.
It is 1980, andFidel Castrois
On the other hand, Iwould have been much happier if it had emptying Cuban prisons of pobeen a tragedy. Iresent it when characters-even sympathetic litical prisoners. President
characters get to be stupid or unethical without getting their Carter has opened the borders,
am an American movie-goer,andIhave and Castro is sending his "uncomeuppance. And yet,I
to admit that there is a secret part of me that longs for a tragedy desirables" north.
with a happy ending.
Carmela and Juan Raul have

-

COURTESY OF SAMUEL GOLDWIN COMPANY

Angel, (Diego Wallroff, right), "showersFlavia, (Angela Lawnza), with
affectionin "The PerezFamily, MiraNair'sepic oflovelostandfound.

"The Perez Family" is a passionate
film which is spicy, sexy and
inviting, while at the same time
imbued with a quiet pain and a
determination to endure. I was on
the edge ofmy seat wishing that the
climax would alleviate the tension,
leaving me to bask in the
denouement.
been dreaming of each other
for 20 years, waiting for just
this opportunity. But when the
boat arrives, there is a mix-up.
As Juan Raul is checking
through and getting identified
by an immigration guard, he is
unaware that the guard presumes Dottie Perez, standing
next to him, to be his wife,since
they have the same name. Although Dottie notices that error, she lets it slide.Immigrants
have abetter chance of getting
sponsored if they are married.
And so, the story unfolds.
Who is really related to whom?
Howmuchdoes itmatter? What
exactly is a family? Will Juan

Raul ever find Carmela? Wh
does Papi Perez (Juan Raul'
father?) keep climbing tree

while naked?
Directed by Mira Nair, ac
claimed director of such film
as "Salaam Bombay!" and
"Mississippi Masala," "Th
Perez Family" is a passional
film which is spicy, sexy an
inviting, while at the same time
imbued with a quiet pain and a
determination to endure.
Dignified, yet not without a
sense of humor, "The Perez
family"is bound to be a summer delicacy.

Preparation from

Super Good Cents Apartments
Healthier,more comfortable living that
saves you money. Look for the Super
Good Cents sign or call 684-3800

featuring...

" 36 hours of in-class teaching
" threeproctored exams
" additional helpsessions
" instructor StevenKlein
" free application advising

--

for details.
II

1-800491-9408
Fax:(815)229-5901

" Price --$495

Call now for more information
on the LSAT, GRE orGMAT
NextGRE Class begins August 14
NextGMATClass begins April 25
NextLSATClasses beginJuly 29.31, Aug. 1.2,3

Op-Ed
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Miss Kent
Editorial Farewell
Myyear The Spectator
Final Words

at

Well here it is, our last issue. Another Spectator staff
prepares to ride off intothe sunset, full of fond memories
and valuable lessons learned. Along the way our grades
have suffered, our social lives have become nearly nonexistentand our Thursdays have been reserved to catch
up on sleep.
But we're not bitter.
Every week in this humble paper we have tried our
honest best to present a fair and accurate portrayal ofthe
goings on at Seattle University. We have highlighted the
good things and the people involved. We have dispersed
as much information as we could.- And above all, we
have tried to be the voice ofthe students.
Sometimes, in order to act in the bestinterests of the
student body, we have had to attack,critique and examine some of the negative parts of SU. By no means was
any of this done for fun. In fact, often our own feelings
were on the line.
Yet, we did our job.

Why? Because we feel that nothing is infalliable,
including ourselves. When we made errors, and we did
make some humdingers, we tried to rectify the problem
and improve every week. And for the most part, we did
get better.
Which is why it is essential to have a student run
newspaper. So that we may act as a forum to help the
school hear those for whom it operates, and so that SU
can continually strive to make itself better.

So in closing, Jen, Jerry, Phan, andthe entire Spectator
staff would like to leave this one last piece of advice.
Cherish your school newspaper. It is your megaphone to
the administration, and can be only as powerful as you
let it be.It's your newpaper, it's your school.Use it or
lose it.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Jennifer Kampsula,
Jerome Pionk and Phan Tran. Signed commentaries and
cartoons reflect the opinions of the authors andnot necessarily
those of the Spectator, that of Seattle University or its student
body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Lettersshould be
no longer than300 wordsinlength andmust include signatures,
addressesand telephonenumbersfor verification duringdaytime
hours. The deadline for letters is Monday at 5 p.m. All letters
are subject to editing, and become property of the Spectator.
Sendlettersviacampus mailorpostal serviceto: The Spectator,
Seattle University, BroadwayandMadison,Seattle, WA 98122,
or send e-mail to Spectator@seattleu.edu.
Editor-in-Chief Jennifer Kampsula
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out a blindfold,I'll neverknow.
"I never knew that Jennifer
She took with exceptional good
Kampsula couldbe anythingbut a
humor all our teasing about her
priss," Chris Jones said at 2:30
beingMissKent. Nofoolin', Jena.m. a couple of Thursdays back,
nifer KampsulaisMiss Kent,and a
following a visit to the offices of
candidateforMiss Washington,and
The Spectator.
Skctator Colvmnst
Miss America, should she tapdance
Now, Chris had had a couple,
her way that far. Isuspect she
which goes some way toward exknows that beauty pageants are
plaininghis momentary lapseinto
anachronisms (they're called
candor. He usually plays hishand
belts,
"scholarshippageants"these days,
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it
abit closer than that. But then,it's with issues under our
closing
until
well
past
but weallknow thatthe bestscholar
doubtul that Chrishad everbefore still takesus
bed,
to
paper
to
the
but
inthe worldwon' t survivethe comput
heard Ms. Kampsula use the "F time
to
to
and
petition
bytrashy
accept
we've
learned
that
if she can't also do good
word. They didn'tabide
suspect
boy talkaround herelast year, when make the best of it, just as we've things to a swimsuit),andI
to
another.
themerementionof
accept
learned
one
sheknows
that
managing
editorandJenChris was
nifer, this year's editor-in-chief,
That's the trick,really,thatlearn- Kent invokes imagesofdoublewide
imagine that it was trailers and used car lots. But Ms.
kept the books. The forces of ing to accept. I
prisiness held the reins then, and a struggle for Jennifer, a goodgirl X, whodoesn't come from money,
Chris thought better than to buck bytraining, toaccept thatshe wasn't hasher sights setonlawschool,and
in charge of a collection of choir- sheisassuredaminimumof $5,000
them.
It must havebeen painful,judg- boys. But she adjusted, quickly inpageant-sponsoredscholarships.
ing by Chris's account of it. Last and well. We alltriedherpatience, Forfive grand,I'dwalk therunway
inheels anda strapless
year, he wouldn't have
gown.
witnessed thespectacle
Jennifer will be
of our second-in-comas
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got
graduating
ina couple
mand parading about
moving
of
and
weeks
the bunker inhis plaid
we
we
to
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down
boxer shorts. He
at
one
land area to live with
wouldn't have partici- continue to
her mother. I'll miss
pated in ourimpromptu
error issue.
her.I'llmiss watching
post-production party.
to
her rehearseher dance
certainly
And he
routine at 2 a.m. I'll
wouldn'thave told that
miss her gentle nature.
jokeabout thepriest, the
Butmostly I'IImissher
janitorandthealtarboy
fine example. She
We didn't always
to
taught me that it's poshave such great fun.
sible for a person to
Back during fall quarto suit her immedisure,
people
style
adjust her
ter more than a couple of us seri- I'm
as did all those
to
her
the
complained
about
atecircumstances withoutcomproously consideredquitting, and said who
of
mising
raw
at
hands
got
they
Wednesday
deal
the
who sheisat heart. I'm still
so. Those 14-hour
know,
As
as
newspaper.
working
this
far
I
on that one.
morning
sessions
night/Thursday
temper.
never
lost
her
grade-point
she
took their toll on our
Parting shot: TheNationalRifle
Shenever gavemeanygrief about
averages,oursociallives,ouroverbreaks,
although
my
frequent
health,
have
smoke
Association
has referred to federal
might
which
allmental
to
fight
agents as "jackmake
the
out
she
has
vowed
law-enforcement
put
beenmoretolerable hadwe
aproduct to be proud of. But we against tobacco herlife work. (Her booted thugs." It's refreshing to
dad died a while back from the hear the rednecks finally recognize
didn't,and we knew it.
long-termcigarette smok- what weleftieshaveknown allalong.
as
effectsof
practice,
better
with
got
We
see,
ripped-offby Now thatGeorgeBushhasrenounced
andshefeels
would,
ing,
though
we
said
we
Chris
wouldcontinue tocommit at least it. It's understandable.)She never his lifetime membershipin theorgaone truly embarrasingerror per is- cringed at the sight of Pionk and nization, I'm tempted to joinup.
sue. (We really do know how to Jones spitting tobacco juice into
spell "decision" and "administra- Snapple bottles. Even Ifind that
tion," despite front page headline unaesthetic, and Itry not to look. AnthonyBrouneris a senior
evidence to the contrary.) Even How Jennifer got through it with- majoringinjournalism.

Anthony

Brouner

better withpractice, Chris
said would,though would
truly
commit least
(We
embarrasing
per
really do knowhow spell
"decision"and "administration,"
despite front pageheadlineevidence
the contrary.)
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Doing our Damndest

at alltimes.

President Bush used to say that"we have
more will than wallet." But as one political
observer noted, by almost every measure,
America is the richest, most powerful, and
Tucked neatlyaway inacornerofthe undermostproductive nationinthe world.
graduate bulletin is a condensed form of the
Wehave the wallet; weneed the will tosolye
University
Seattle
mission statement, which
our problems. Educational institutions like
establishes the University's dedication to
SU should do everythingpossible to develop
"teachingand learning, education for values,
that will.
preparation for service and growth of perSeattle University talks a good line on sersons." Thethird,"preparationfor service,"es- unity Without anethicofbelonging andiden- vice,and, tobe fair, deliversmore community
pecially fascinates me.
tity thereislittlemotivation tocommunityser- service than theaveragecollege. But "better
vice, regardless of one's level of Education. than average" shouldn't be goodenough: SU
Preparation for service.
Missinginmuch of oursociety is asenseof We must see ourselves ineach other. We are should join America's mostprogressive coldedication to thecommunity. We'vebecome not andshouldnot beamarket-drivenpeople, legesby introducinga mandatory service rea nationof self-absorbed finger-pointers. We buta conscience-driven people.
quirement. A 10 hours-per-quarter requireblame ourproblems on immigrants and single
Sterlingexamples of society'scapacity for ment wouldbe easily manageable for nearly
mothers. We find public housing forCharles good are seen with every greatAmerican ca- all students,andexemptionscouldbemade for
Mansonbut not for the workingpoor.Instead tastrophe.When ahurricanehitsFloridaoran students with children or full-time jobs (alof workingto improve our public schools, we earthquakestrikesin California,laboranddol- though these would be encouraged,as well).
abandon them. Voter turnout is abysmal,and lars flow fromour hands and pockets. Inre- Opportunities toserveabound: dozensofhosformany kids, gangsare friendlier thanneigh- sponse to the bombing of the Oklahoma City pitals, environmentalist organizations, and
bors.
federal building, thenations compassion has homelessservices are ineasyreachofcampus,
amazing. When confrontedwith devas- andpoliticalcampaigns arealwayshungry for
sometimeshard
to
see
the
causal
relabeen
It's
tionship between these social trends and our tating tragedies,our societyrespondsswiftly volunteers. Over 300 King County boys are
currentlyon thewaitinglist forBigBrothers
individual lives,but itis inourlives thatcom- andpositively.
munities are built or destroyed. Millions of
But weshouldn'tneedanaturaldisasterora Iwonderhow manyof thosecould come from
Americansdo noteven know their next-door terrorist attack to unify us. Surely a people SU.
—
Ten hours per week may not change the
neighbors I'm one of them. It'shard to de- whocanmobilizemillionsofdollars andthouvelopasenseofnational unity whenneighbor- sands ofman-hours oflabor torescue a child world,but150,000man-hoursof volunteerlahood unity is seenas more trouble than it's from anabandonedwellcandomore for poor bor peryear wouldsignificantly boostthe loMore importantly,
worth.
children inpublic schools. We must use our cal community.
contagious
and chronicconIf weare toovercomethe challengesfacing skills,knowledgeandresources toreachoutto volunteerism isa
our society we must establish a culture of eachothereveryday,not just at bad times,but dition: noother means would do more to in-

.

—

Smokers have feelings too
Smoking is not good for you.
The Surgeon General's Warning
on my current pack of Marlboro
Lights (hard pack, please) reads,

"Quitting Smoking Now Greatly
Reduces Serious Risks To Your
Health." Smoking is a dirty habit.
Itstinks, itis very unhealthy and it
really isn't that cool, especially
whenyou arehaving anic fit inthe
middle of afinal, becauseyouhave
been studying with' a cigarette in
your hand for two days, and now
can't think without one. If you
don't smoke now, do not start. If
you do smoke,quit.
The above paragraph should
makeitclear, Iam not advocating
am, however,a smoker.
smoking. I
right.
That is
Iam a smoker. I
identify myself that way (when
asked). Ido not "smoke when I
am really
drink"or "smoke when I
Though
just
smoke.
stressed." I
drinking and stressdo drive up the
number of cigarettes smoked per
day. Mysmokinglevelisa variable
onlysmoke
thing. Inagood week I
two or three cigarettes a day. In a
badweek (any week after the sixth
week of the quarter automatically
qualifies) itisa pack aday. That's
right, 20 cigarettes a day. Sometimes more. Buthey,cigarettesare
cheaper than food, and they have
far fewer calories.
I
also work 40hours a week, take
a full course load and make the
dean's list more often than not. I
am,like many"goodkids," aformer
high school jock, and, generally, I
think myparentsare proudof me. I
am not making excuses for my
smoking. lamjusttryingtosay,"l

am not an animal!"
There is one place on this campus (excludingsome dormrooms)
where smokers can legally stand
andnot get wet ifit is raining.Hey,
where I'm from, we even give the
doga heat lamp in the winter. So

people atparties and/or bars. "Do
youhave a light?" is a great way to
start aconversation,andif they tell
youtheyhate cigarettesmoke,welI,
they weren'tworthgetting toknow
anyway.
4.Smell like smoke.Itis greater
than any perfume, and no perfume
next time, instead of giving us a can coverit. Thereis nothingquite
dirty look if we stand huddled too like going to grab a shirt that still
close to the door, either give us looks clean, and realizing that it
your umbrella or talk to someone alreadyreeks ofsmoke. Yeah,what
about building another smokeshack a fun way to start the day.
5. Get yelled at by people you
on campus. Like, maybe on the
They willstopand
havenevermet.
or
somewhere
in
the
upper mall
general vicinity of the Student stare, then tell you how stupid you
are. Duh. Like you can't read.
Union Building.
6. Get moremail. Momwillsend
Iam perfectly willing to be inconvenienced for acigarette, butI you clippingsabout thenewstudies
am not going to walk threeblocks that say smokingisbad foryou.
7. Use your pennies. Never
forone unless itis areally badday,
you would have a use for
thought
andIhave to go buy a pack.
of
pennies onyour dresser?
jar
As faras the benefitsof smoking, that
what,
suddenly 265 pennies
Guess
they arelegion:
walk with you to
a
taking
as
are
depicted
1. You too can be
Texaco.
the
"wrong
side of
beingfrom the
8 Havepeople whodoknow you
tracks" by the media. The only
you that you should really quit
tell
on
television
thatsmoke
characters
smoking.
Again, duh. It is sort of
anymore are people we are either
suddenly you
beingpregnant;
supposed to feel sorry for or really like
everybody
else's horror
dislike. For all ofyou 90210 fans get tohear
stories.
only
charout there,noticethat the '
9. Disappointtherelatives.What
acter whosmokes is Ray s mother.
better
reason todoanything. Every
That's right, poor trash. Not even
has to have a black sheep.
family
with
DylanorValericare everseen
sweetsulphur when
10.Tastethe
of
despite
the number
a cigarette,
cigarette with a
light
you
your
pot.
smoke
times we have seenVal
match.
Now
that
is pure smoking
people.
really
cool
The
2. Meet
gang of smokers that congregates satisfaction.
Idon't hate non-smokers. Some
near anygiven buildingatanygiven
time of the day, how do you think of my best friends are non-smokreallyannoyall those exceptionally cool, beau- ers. But to all ofyou
yellproout
there
who
people
ing
tiful people met? Many of them
fanities
out
window
your
ofthe
dorm
under the themeof"Smokers
smokes,
below
person
you
the
when
safety
in
world unite. There is
mouth, and b)
numbers." Besides, if youhave a just close a) your
for
10
minutes.
window
smoker,
your
with
a
class with or work
breaks
your
taking
allof
up
youend
met some ofmy favor- Marie Hirschis a copy-editorfor
with them.I
that
the Spectator anda junior
way.
people
ite
pick
up
majoringin
to
on
way
history.
a
great
3.It's
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spire lives of service than such a simple requirement incollege.
If such a requirement frightens away some
potential students, so be it SU should not accept students unwilling to serve their community. However, Ibelieve mandatory service
wouldattract morestudents than it woulddeter.
Fifty years ago, while campaigning in Arizona,President Trumansaid:
"The greatestepitaph in the country is right
hereinArizona.It'sin[thetown of]Tombstone,
andthis epitaph says 'Herelies Jack Williams.
He donehis damndest.' Ithink that that is the
greatestepitaphamancouldhave."
Ofcourse,Trumandidn' thavethebenefit ofa
Jesuit education,or any collegeeducation, for
that matter.So whileht didn' tnecessarilyhave
thegKateslpreparationfotservice,he.likeJack
Williams,had the will.
What willourepitaphsread? Will theysay we
doneourdamndest?
UntilSU doesmoretodevelopanethicof service and self-sacrifice, it'sup to us to take our
knowledge and useit to serve. We've got the
skillsand we'yegot the wallet toservethecommunity.
Ihope and pray thateach of us can find the
will.

—

ManuelP. Teodoro willgraduate this
Spring and beginstudy at theCornell
Institute ofPublic Affairs nextFall. He
maybe seen this Summer in afederal
bureaucracylounging near the water
cooler.
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Wouldyouprefer a quarter orsemestei
system at SU,and why?
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"Doesn't matter."
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Andre Korchinskly

Accounting andBusiness/Juniors
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"Iprefer a quartersystem because
the classes are a lot shorter and 1

previously went to school in a se-
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Erin Beverly
Accounting andBusiness/Juniors
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more classes."
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mester system. Here you can take
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really doesn't matter to me,
Prc er quarters, because it
gives usa chance to takea break,
rest, and start fresh and new."

"It

ut

Ujima Lofton
Business/Freshman
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"Iwould like a quarter system"
Shay Judd-Hume
Historymajor/junior
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"I would prefer the quarter
system, because it provides
more variety in our curriculum
and wouldbe more beneficial
for transfer students in the

area."
KaetheGazow
Psychologymajor/junior

A.S.S.U. Page
Have a dandy summer.

For the Record
ASSU Activities Committee would like to extend a special thanks to
the orientation advisors,
volunteer workers,ASSU
Council, participating
clubs and organizations,
Toni Hartsfield, Mike
Sletten and Craig Birklid
with Safety & Security,

v

stacie Hanson with the
Facilities Office, Plant
Services, Bon Appetit,
Kell Houston and Good
Music Agency, Paul
Highsmith and Span
America, Portland Party
Works, and everyone
who attendedQuadstock
'95'
J

Radio Station Information ■
Meetings, June 1 at 12:15 and 7 j|
p.m. in the Upper Chieftain. 1

All clubs need to check their mailboxes for more
information regarding clubs workshops, club
registration and end of the year finances.
The last clubs workshop will be Thursday May 25
from 6-8 p.m. in the Casey Commons.
Congratulation to the newly elected ASSUCouncil. To celebrate their success and to officially welcome them to ASSU,
the 1994-1995 Council is planning an Installation Ceremony
for Wednesday, May 31, at 7:30-9:30 p.m. in the Casey
Atrium. There will be a short reception and ceremony. We
wouldlike to invite all those interested to attend this special
evening. In closing, congratulations to the 1994-1995 Council. Thank you for all your hard work and accomplishments.

Constitutional Changes

for Life,
II
ItonightStudents
6 p.m. in the Chieftain
Spanish Conversation Group 4 5:30 p.m., Thursdays in the Student
Union Basement, Sponsored by
Nosotros
Introducing the 1995-96 ASSUCouncil
President Jauron Connally
Executive V.P. Troy Mathern
Activities V.P. DevinLiddell
At-Large Neena Dutta, BrianFrench,
RyanLiddell, Creighton Laughary,
Residents Rep. KatieDubik
Transfer Rep.Ellen Hill
Commuter Rep. Rob Rapunat
International Rep. Marcos Aguda
Minority Rep. Michael Casern
Anyone interested inbeing a
Graduate Rep. on next year's ASSU
Council, please let us know.
Freshman Rep. will be elected in the fall.

Most of you who voted may have noticed the suggested constitutional changes on
the ballot. The change to the Minority Representative position will not take effect
this year and will be further examined next year. Most students were in favor of
keeping the Minority Representative name. The reason for this suggested change
is because the Minority Representative only includes students with ethnic backgrounds.
Three,
Representative
The Amendment to Article
Duties passed. The reason for
this change is to formalize the hours required of the representatives and of the
executives. With this change representatives are required to hold five office
hours a week not including committees and the executives are required to maintain 25 hours a week.

A.S.S.U.HiredPositions
Activities Assistant- works closely with Activities V.P., attend all activities committee
meetings and activities.
Administrative/ Executive Assistant- required to attend the weekly ASSU meetings
and take minutes and work regular office
hours
Marketing Assistant- Various tasks, including ASSU Page, and knowledge of desktop
publishing and other publicity.
Crossroads Manager- Manages and runs coffee house, takes care of books for 10 hours a
week.
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Applications tor all
positions are available in the
Assu ffice r ca11 296-6050.
Applications available
May 22 and are due June 9

°

°

Page prepared by the ASSU office. This page is for registered clubs and organizations to
advertise information about their events. For information contact the ASSU office @ 296-6050

Sports
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Chieftain men's soccer loads
up for championship quest

High expectations for SUm upcomingyear

NBA draft preview

James
Collins
Sports Editor

After the tremendous success
of my NBA draft preview last
spring (though Ihave to admit
that picking Yinka Dare to go
thirdoverallwasabitofastretch),
Ihave decided to close out the
year withalook at the probable
top 13 picks for this season's
draft, scheduled for June 28.
1. GOLDEN STATE
WARRIORS: JoeSmith,6-10
forward/center,Maryland.
Smith, widely recognized as

the nations best player this

season, is NBA-boundafter only
twoyears withthe Terrapins. The
Warriors, desperate to regain

deal for a veteran point guard.
O'Bannon thenstepsintoa starting
spotalongside Chris Webber and
JuwanHoward. O'Bannon, who
greatly improved his outside
shooting as a senior, proved his
worth during the Bruins' NCAA
championshiprun. Heis a winner

and a leader,qualities theBullets
can really use.
5. MINNESOTA: Corliss
Williamson,6-7power forward,
Arkansas.
Williamson will be asked to
toughen up the pushover TWolves. Althoughhis game isn't
pretty, Williamsonhas an ample
supply ofbrute force tocall on in
the paint. Big,strong and mean,
hewillbethe firstinteriorpresence
Minnesota has ever had. How he
gets along with teammates like
Christian Laettner and Isaiah
Rider, bothnotorious headcases,
willbe the key.
6. and 7. TORONTO/
VANCOUVER: draft position
to be determinedlater.
The two expansion teams will
pick inthese spots, althoughwho
goes where won'tbeknown for a
little while. Either way, it looks
like Toronto wants Antonio
McDyess (6-9 power forward,
Alabama) and Vancouver covets
Shawn Respert (6-3 shooting
guard, Michigan State). They
should get their wishes.
8. DETROIT: Cherokee
Parks, 6-11 center,Duke.
Though the Blue Devils
struggled duringhis senior year,
Parks' draft valueskyrocketed. A
great athlete for his size, Parks
can also shoot as well as any big
country.
man in the

their franchise,
will lean heavily on Smith to
produce as arookie. A multitalentedplayer,Smith willprove
himself to be even better than
former Warrior Chris Webber.
2.LA CLIPPERS: Rasheed
Wallace, 6-11 forward/center,
NorthCarolina.
TheClips couldconsider Jerry
Stackhouse or local favorite Ed
O'Bannon at this spot,but L.A.
already has moresmall forwards
than itknows what todo with. So
that means Wallace gets the call.
A lean athlete who will
probably play more power
forward thancenter,Wallacecan
run and jump with the best of
them. Biggestquestionsrevolve
around his willingness to play
Fundamentally sound, he
withpain.
position that
3. PHILADELPHIA: Jerry solidifies the center
for
the Pistons
Stackhouse,6-6swingforward, was a weakness
last year.
NorthCarolina.
Parks should feel at home with
early
for
comes
Christmas
he joins former
Sixers coach John Lucas. this franchise:
teammate
Grant Hill on
college
Stackhouse willbe available with
frontline,
and the son
the
Detroit
the third pick, and Philadelphia
DougCollins
Pistons
coach
ofnew
will have the superstar it has
played with Parks for three years
lacked since the Barkley trade.
Michael Jordan comparisons at Duke.
9. NEW JERSEY: Bryant
aside.Stackhouseisascintillating
Reeves, 7-0 center, Oklahoma
performer at either the small
State.
forward or big guard position.
Reeves proved his detractors
to
willing
If the Sixers are
wrongbyleadingtheCowboys to
fork out the cash to keep point
Final Fourberth. There
guard Dana Barros, Philly will asurprise
his size or his
questioning
have a dynamic backcourt is noethic,butsome wonderabout
combination for the next few work abilitytodominate inthe
Reeves'
years.
pro game. The main weaponin
4. WASHINGTON: Ed
low-post arsenal, a soft
O'Bannon, 6-8 small forward, his
baseline turnaround, will be
UCLA.
tougher to shoot against NBA
The Bullets are already opposition. The Nets can use
overloaded at the two and three
Reeves' rebounding and bulk,
spots, but expect some of. the
incumbents (Chapman,Cheaney,
see Draft onpage 15
MacLean) to be packaged in a
momentum for

James Collins
SportsEditor

After three years of careful
preparationandplanning,thepieces
seem to finallybe fallinginto place
for the Seattle University men's
soccerprogram.

Men's soccer
SUheadcoachPeteFewing saw
his dreams of a league
championship in 1994 shortcircuitedby a wave ofinjuries and
aresulting lack of depth. SU was
fighting tokeep its collective head
aboverwateratmidseason withjust
a6-7record. TheChieftainsrallied
for a 13-9 finish and a berth in the
Pacific Northwest Athletic
Conference championship game,
but it surely was not the kind of
season Fewing had envisioned at
this timelast spring.
Yet with the 1995 season on the
horizon, Fewing is once again
flashing his ear-to-ear grin and
waxingpositive about his team.
"This is the largest and most
talented groupofreturningplayers
we've had," Fewingsaid about his
corps of 15 veterans. "With this
team, one of our goals will be to
qualify for the (NAIA national
soccer) final 1 2."
Optimism abounds in the
Chieftain camp, and there is
justification for it. Coupling the
depthand experience ofhis current
group with another outstanding
class ofsixincomingprospects,the
realization of Fewing's quest for
national contention is withinreach.
Despite losing five outstanding
seniors (all-PNWAC picksNathan
Calvin, Brad Swanson and Mike
Colello, plus starters Erik Loney
and Jed Woodward), Fewing has
playersmore thanreadyto step into
the vacant startingroles.
Up front, sophomoremidfielder
GeorgeCzarnowski is coming off
the most prolific scoring season in
the program's history. He ledthe
leagueingoals (1 3)and totalpoints
(30),and alreadyranks fifth among
SU'sall-time scorers afteronlyone
season. He wasnamed to the allPNWAC team at the end of the
season.
Despite missing almost half of
lastseason due toinjury,sophomore
forward Jeremy Brown proved
himself to be one of the team's
most potent offensive players. His
five goals and 13 points rank him
second among all returning
Chieftains.
Orchestrating the action for SU
will besophomoremidfielder Arne
Klubberud. Combiningspeed and
quickness with anose for the goal
and a willingness to distribute the
ball,Klubberud amassed threegoals
and two assists in 1995. Look for
his numbers, especially in assists,
to rise.

Junior forward ZachPittis is back
for his second year as a starter.
Singled out by Fewing as the
Chieftains' most improved player
over the summer of 1994, Pittis
parlayed that into a strong season
of two goalsand two assists. Notas
flashyas some ofhis teammates,he
has the potential to be just as
productive.
Redshirtfreshman forward Kurt
Swanson is comingoff a dreadful
seasonof injuries. Hemissedallof
the first month of the year, then
brokeintothe lineupagainstSeattle
Pacific University.His appearance
ina Chieftain uniform waslimited
tojust a fewminutes, though,before
a severely broken leg put himback
on the shelf. An outstandinggoal
scorerinhighschool,SwansonwiII
try torecapture the form that made
him an all-state performer. "He is
recoveringand ontrack to be ready
for this season," saidFewing.
Outstanding defense has long
been a Chieftain trademark, and
while the void left by longtime
standoutstartersLoneyand Colello
will be tough to fill, Fewinghas a
strong group of candidates
available.
Two honorable mention all-,
PNWAC selections lead the
returners. Sophomore Charles
Glenn earned a starting spot in his
first year in the program and
acquitted himselfwell. Junior Matt
Potter was switched to defender
from the midfield position he had
played in 1993 and emerged as a
worthy heir to the Chieftain
tradition.
Injuriescompletely wipedout the
seasonofredshirt sophomore Tom
Hardy in 1994. An all-leaguefirst
team pick as a freshman in 1993,
Hardydid notappear in any games
lastseason. Hereturns this fall with
a vengeance.
Threemembers of the Chieftain
benchreceived seriousexposure in
1994. Junior Tate Miller, at 6-4
SU's tallest player, can intimidate
withhis merepresence.He gets his
shot at expandedplaying timethis

Senior Brian Wallace, one of
SU's top scholar-athletes, began
the 1994 season as the starter. In
31 5minutes he posteda 2.85goals
against average.Heeven suited up
against PLU as a defender when
injuries depleted the Chieftain
roster,atribute to his variedskills.
Wallace waseventuallydisplaced
by sophomore Jason Palmer, who
earned a first team all-PNWAC
selection on the strength of his
outstanding rookie year. Logging
1,745 minutes in goal, Palmer
allowed an average of just 1.29
goals per game and posted nine
shutouts.
The trio is rounded out by junior
Mike Armstrong, whowasastarter
during the 1993 season when
Wallace was sidelined by an ACL
injury. Since then, though,injuries
and tough competition have
conspired tokeep Armstrong from
regaining the starting nod. He
returnstopush forthatspotthis fall.
Aside from the usual
championship-oriented teamgoals,
Fewing has determined that he
wants his Chieftains to finish the
1995 season undefeated at home.
That home scheduleopens August
30 with a game against the
University of Washington,

fall.

his team can deliver.

SophomoresJeremy Anchetaand
Craig Gaunt both contributed last
season,butthat could onlybe a hint
of what is tocome. "Ancheta and
Gaunt havebeen ourmostimproved
players over the course of winter
conditioning and spring practice,"
Fewing said.
Finally,Fewingcan call on UW
transfer Jason Andresen in 1995.
Andresensat outlastseason togain
his eligibility. A multi-skilled
performer, he is a strong candidate
for a starting spot.
Behind this dizzying array of
talent is a trio of goalkeepers any
team in the league would kill to
have. Unfortunately, soccer rules
permit onlyone goalie on the field
at a time, so any two of these
outstandingplayers willalways be
on thebench.

continuing what has become an
increasinglyintenserivalry overthe
past few years. "We have a real
shot at beating them this year,"
Fewingsaid.
TheChieftains also have games
at the University of Portland and
againstregionalNCAADivisionII

powerhouse Seattle Pacific
University. Last season's SPU
game at the East Sports Field set a
school attendancerecord.
1995 couldbe the culminationof
alloftheChieftains' efforts inrecent
years,a kindofreward for thehard
workput inbyplayers andcoaches.
Veryrarelydoes a teamblendyouth
and experience as well as this
season'sChieftain squad. It seems
Fewing won't be satisfied with
anything less than a league title,
and thereis goodreason to believe

Quick Facts
1994Record: 13-9, advanced
to PNW AC title game

ReturningPlayers: 15

MGeorge Czarnowski
MArne Klubberud
FJeremyBrown
FZachPittis
DCharlesGlenn
DMatt Potter
GK JasonPalmer
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Women's tennis picks up
10th place finish at nationals

Spring 1995 Intramural
League Champions

Chieftains sweep firstroundsinglesmatches
James Collins
SportsEditor

O'Sullivan alladvancedin straight
sets.

The Chieftains continued their

TheSeattle University women's strongplay Tuesday, with Perletti,
tennis team closed out its Jennifer Weller and Moujtahid
participation in the 1995 NAIA winning. In doubles action, the
national championship tournament team of the Weller sisters fell 2-6,
in Tulsa,Okla., on Wednesday. In 6-7 intheir opener,but the pairs of
three days of competition, the of Perleeti and Seeley and
Chieftains amassed 12 points, one MoujtahidandO'Sullivanboth won
for each match won by a singles in straight sets.
The third round of singles play
player or doubles team. That total
saw the trio ofsurviving Chieftains
put SUin 1Oth placeoverall for the
Though
the last knocked out. Perlettilost to1-6,0tournament.
Chieftain players were eliminated -6 to Estela Detaula of Auburn,
yesterday,SU will probably retain Jennifer Weller was beat 2-6, 1-6
its current position in the by Shu-Ping Lin of BYU-Hawaii,
andMoujtahidfell l-6,0-6toAnnelj
tournament standings.
singles
on
Ornstedtof
BYU-Hawaii.
opened
up
play
SU
SU continue to battle on in the
Monday with a resounding
performance, capturing six wins. second round of the doubles
Marci Perletti,Jennifer Weller,Erin brackets. MoujtahidandO'Sullivan
Weller, Bouchra Moujtahid, succumbed 6-3, 2-6, 4-6 to Beth
Heather Seeley and Louise Dorsey and Joy Zumbrunnen of

Pacific Lutheran, but Perletti and
Seeley beat Michelle Stubbs and
Erika Callaway ofOklahoma City
7-6,3-6, 6-2 to advance to the third
round.
That SU duo faced Alex Rossi
and AyakoNodaof BrenauCollege
on Wednesday, but lost 2-6, 0-6.
That marked the end of the
Chieftains' run through the
tournament.
While the surviving seeds play
on today, according to Chieftain
head coachJohn Cassens, SU is in
a strong position to retain its 10th
place standing. "Iam verypleased
withthe results wehave achieved,"
Cassens said.
This year's finish is an
improvement over last year's
performance. In the 1994 national
tournament, theChieftain women's
team finish 17th overall.
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LEAGUE CHAMPION

Volleyball
Volleyball
Volleyball
Soccer
Soccer
Soccer
Floor Hcky
Softball
Softball
Softball
Softball

men's

corec
women's
men's
corec AAA
corec AA

Manumko's
Yabba Dabba Doo
Double Trouble
That 1 Team
Da Hui

Futaround
Bon Appetit
men's open The Untouchables
200 Proof
men's A
corec open Beer
corec A
Big Bad Bats

corec

ASSORTED AWARDS (Unofficial)
Manager of the Year: Jim Gessford, Beer
Masher of the Year (most home runs over the
fence): Jamie Tibbits
Most Organized IM Franchise: Da Hui
Best Comeback: Bon Appetit, down 5-0 in floor
hockey playoffs, rallies for 8-7 win.

/ 995 NAIA National Tennis Tournament

Results

SINGLES ROUNDONE
Perletti (SU) def. Malder (PLU) 6-3, 6-3
J. Weller (SU) def. Buckley (Aquanis) 6-1,6-3
E.Weller (SU) def. Kirkendall (Aquinas) 6-0, 6-0
Moujtahid (SU) def.Morrison (Georgetown) 6-0, 6-0
Seeley (SU) def. Nixdorfer (Aquinas) 6-1,6-4
O'Sullivan (SU) def. M.Virtanen 6-0, 6-0

DOUBLESROUNDONE
Weller/Weller (SU) I.Bracamonte/
Broxon (W. Florida) 2-6, 6-7
Perletti/Seeley(SU) def. Bowen/
Rood (Lee) 6-1,6-0
Moujtahid/O'Sullivan (SU) def.
Olsen/Ediger 6-0, 6-0

SINGLES ROUND TWO
Perletti def. Phelps (lUPU) 6-1,6-2
J.Weller def. Dean (Georgetown) 6-2, 6-2
E. Weller I.Turjillo 1-6, 0-6
Moujtahid def. Stubbs (Okla. City) 6-1,6-2
Seeley I.Porter (Ind.Wesleyan) 1-6, 2-6
O'Sullivan I.C. Virtanen 0-6, 0-6

DOUBLESROUND TWO
Perletti/Seeley def.Stubbs/
Callaway (Okla.City) 7-6, 3-6, 6-2
Moujtahid/O'Sullivan I.Dorsey/
Zumbrunnen (PLU) 6-3, 2-6, 4-6

SINGLESROUND THREE
Perletti I.Detaula (Aburn Mont.) 1-6,0-6
J. Weller I.Lin (BYU-Hawaii) 2-6,1-6
Moujtahid I.Ornstedt (BYU-Hawaii) 1-6, 0-6

DOUBLES ROUNDTHREE
Perletti/SeeleyI.Rossi/Noda
(Brenau) 2-6, 0-6

CHIEFTAIN TOTAL POINTS THROUGHWEDNESDAY: 12
CHIEFTAIN STANDING THROUGH WEDNESDAY:10th

/ know 1promised a special
report on a day inthe life of

Chieftain goalkeeper Jason
Palmer for this issue, but I
want to close out the year
withthis thought:not onlydo
I
notknow what Palmerdoes
with his free time, quite honestlyI'm afraid to ask.
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Christianson: Ainge deserves cry-baby reputation
billChristianson
Bitterly DepressedLaker Fan

and some skill to the NBA

Opinion

Thank you, Houston.
Yes, once again the Rockets
However, Ainge also brings
tightened their belts,rolledup their
inconsistency,cry-baby
care
of
business
emotional
and
took
sleeves
against the Phoenix Suns. Down antics and a lot oftechnical fouls to
three games to one, Houston the NBA. In an age where pro
disposed of the cry-baby Suns, players are worshippedby young
sendingthem back to theirmothers. people, you would think Ainge
This means Danny Ainge, the would act like an established
proud owner of his own designer veteran. Insteadhe acts like a tenpacifier and baby bottle (to hit the year-old that doesn't get what he
market soon), will not be able to wants.
Yes, Aingeis arespectedplayer,
entertain us with his on-court
and
but
explosions
trivial
he is no Michael Jordan. It
emotional
seems when ever a whistle blows,
temper tantrums.
we
have
the mouth drops, the eyes squint
NBA fans
It is a scene
forthe
14
andhehowls
like awounded wolf.
years,
past
had toendure
stretching from hisBoston Celtics Wake up, buddy: this is the NBA.
daystohisDesertStormeranow in More than anyone, Ainge should
Phoenix. Iadmit Aingehasproven know that touch fouls and good
himself as an established player defense areone in the same. Even
that brings experience,leadership after14yearsin theNBA,he doesn' t

favorite white towel andcuddled
up to it, stuck his thumb in his
month and wailed to his mama.
Maybe
that's
an
overdramatization,but you get my
point. In my book, Houston will
Ainge.Ifhismouthwasn'tenough, always be the exterminators that
he has it taken uponhimself to be squashed the peskiest, most
the team enforcer also. Watch out annoying rodent in the NBA.
As Ainge continues his soap
Dennis Rodman and Anthony
with the refs and rivals,
operasaga
Mason.
the rebel-like trend
be
will
continue
Ainge
will
he
The three things
NBA offits feet.
the
swept
thathas
three-point
known for is his
is,
Ainge is not
thing
the
after
But
every
whining
accuracy,
whistle and the one free throw he intimidating and surely does not
rebel-like
any
should have missed in the seventh possess
actions,
game of the 1995 Western characteristics. His
conference semi-finals. Ainge however, fuel theRodmans and the
chokedin the most ironic of ways Masons of the NBA. He is a
when he wannabe rebel that cries when he
last weekend
unintentionallymade a free throw gets knicked on his armor roughed
when his team was down by two around a little bit.
He can't take the contact and
withunder tenseconds toplay.I'm
about it instead of
complains
play
he
sure that right after the
Ainge is a strong
harder.
bench,
grabbed
playing
his
sprinted to the
seem to grasp the concept.
Ainge istheepitome of the typical
spoiled brat. Hecan dish it out, but
he can't take it. Look at the past
two years against Houston. Both
seriesfeatured a wailingand flailing

veteran,but whenhegets emotional,

he gets out of control. Idon't like
thefact thatbecause heis aveteran,
he thinks he can get away with
whining.
neverparticularly likedHouston
I
until this year. Icouldn't imagine
what wouldhappenwithAingeand
Rodmanin the sameplayoff series.
But then again, maybe Rodman
would have slapped Aingearound
a bitand show him whatit's liketo
be areal menace in the NBA, not
just a cry-baby veteran.
Let me ask youthis. How do you
think Ainge will be remembered?
For hisexcellent three-point shotor
his cry-baby antics? If you're still
not sure, let me provide you a
legitimate analogy. Will Rodman
beremembered for his rebounding
skills and championship rings or
hisrainbow bright hair-do and his
body collage? You get my point
now, Ihope.

Collins: no one can deny Ainge's winningqualities
over 1,000during hiscareer. From reading this story). Ivividly
opening tap to final buzzer,Ainge remember the famous benchDefenderofCelticPride
plays hard. For him, that means clearing brawl betweentheCeltics
during which
One word sums up the career of making annoying faces and and Atlanta Hawks
Ainge
sank
his
teeth into Tree
hounding officials. But that also
Danny Ainge.
Rollins'
hand.
physical
shooting,
includes clutch
Winner.
The much-maligned veteran defense (some say too physical)
guard, perhaps the most reviled and a willingness to sacrifice
player of the 1980s, has found a himself for the good of the team.
way to make it in a league filled Noone canquestion his dedication
But from that relative lowlight,
Through to winning.
with enemies.
Ainge
improved to become a
Ainge has accomplished some
intelligence, guts, long-range
of one the best starting
shooting, hard-nosed defense and impressive milestones. With the member
the
fives in history of thegame. He
unselfishness, he has thrived for a exception of his seasonand ahalf
with Sacramento,hehasbeento the evolved into a very solid
nearly a decade and ahalf.
onthe
There are many things todislike postseasonevery yearofhis career. fundamental player,playing
championship
1986Celtic
leader
in
and
league
1984
about Ainge. His petulant facial He is the all-time
advancing to theFinals
expressions,whiny demeanor and playoff three-pointers. He is the teams and
Boston
in 1985 and 1987.
in
the
NBA
with
appear
only
player to
penchant for hard fouls have not
Ainge
became
a kindofgun-forwith
in
seasons
endeared him to opposingplayers Finals consecutive
career, coming off
hirelater
in
his
two
teams.
different
or fans. Ifa top ten list of the most
Aingeearned my respect during the bench for the Blazers for two
hated playersin the league was to
be drawn up, Ainge would surely his tenure with the BostonCeltics.
Probably because everyone else I
make it with ease.
knewhatedhimsomuch,hebecame
fan,
But for the knowledgable
player
there are also many things to like my second-favorite Boston
my
about Ainge. His trademark is the (ifyouhave toask who favorite frompage 13
three-pointer,ofwhich hehas made was, you probably shouldn't be
thoughhis defenseisn't as good as
his offense.
10.MIAMI: Gary Trent, 6-7
power forward,Ohio.
TheHeatneedsaheart,and Trent
has morethanenough of that to go
around. Afrontcourt warrior,Trent
bucked
the odds in college with
Financial Aid - Attention all students! Over $6 Billionin FREE
toughness and molded
and
talent
Financial Aidisnow available from private sector grants &
himselfintoasuperstar. Considered
scholarships! All students are eligible! (800) 263-6495 ext. F60812
tobeundersizedfor thebigforward
spot in the NBA, Trent is a good
INT'LEMPLOYMENT Make up to $2000-s4ooo+/mo.
enough shooter to compensate for
teachingbasic conversational English abroad. Japan, Taiwan,
any height limitation.
andS.Korea. For more info call: (206) 632-1146 ext.J60812
$1750 weeklypossible mailingcirculars. For information
Miami has quality players at
several positions, but no one has
call: 202-298-9372
assumedthe leadershiprole. Trent,
INT'L PENFRIENDS Make new friends overseas.For
Taylor,
alongwithcontributingrebounding
information,call (206) 233-7947, or write to: Vicki
98040_979_
Island,
WA
and interior scoring, willemergeas
IPF, 7811SE 27th St. #800, Mercer
the soulof the franchise.
The Spectator's Classified Ads: To place an ad
11. MILWAUKEE: Rashard
or for more information call: Barb, Spectator
Griffith, 6-11center, Wisconsin.
AdManager,at 296-6474
werethe prizedbigmenof the1993

JAMES COLLINS

Opinion

seasons and for the Suns for three. veteraninfluence, especially in the
He virtually carried the Blazers run-and-gun Western Conference
through several critical games (can anyone say the Seattle
during the 1992 playoffs, then was Supersonics?), to bring him in.
instrumental in boosting Phoenix Aingeis gettingupthere in age,but
he is still productive. Forget Bill
to the Finals in 1993.
Now, with Phoenix out of this Cartwright. Ainge is the kind of
year's postseason, Ainge is at a veteran the Sonicscould use to get
vitalcrossroads. He is 36 yearsold them past the first round of the
and once again a free agent. playoffs. As an added benefit,I'm
Chances arehe will play for at least guessing he'd get alongpretty well
withGeorge Karl.
two more years, healthpermitting.
He could resign with the Suns,
Knock himif you like, but Ainge
although there are indications that is a survivor. He has made aniche
franchise might be in for some forhimselfin spite ofthe odds,and
changes following two straight he willcontinue to workhis unique
losses in the second round of the brand of magic for another lucky
team.
playoffs.
Annoying?
Whiny? Yes.
That means another team will
Certainly.
Irritating?
sign
Ainge.
chance
This
Without a
to
have the
doubt.
young,
a
for
a
goldenopportunity
is
A winner? Of course.
talented team that needs a steady
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playheavyminutes whileboosting
Dallas' weak outside shooting
recruiting class. While Wallace game.
13. SACRAMENTO: Damon
has become a national figure,
Stoudamire,
obscurity.
He
5-11 point guard,
Griffithhastoiledin
Arizona.
to
Wisconsinafter
threatened leave
The Kings came up just short of
last year,but decided to stay. This
spring,hemade goodonhis threats. the postseason this year, and they
He's raw and unrefined, but will turn control of their offense
Griffithhasthe size,speed,strength over to Stoudamire next season.
andathletic ability to be a quality Whileincumbent pointguardSpud
NBA center. Griffith has been Webb has been a valuable player
accusedof beinga selfishplayer,so for the Kings,hehasnever proven
his ability to lead a team to the
attitude couldbe aconcern.
12.DALLAS:Scotty Thunnan, playoffs.
Stoudamire likes to score, bu
6-6 swing forward,Arkansas.
Four,
rough
hada
Final
that
seems to be fairly common
Thurman
but he is probably the top pure amongpoint guards thesedays. He
shooter available in the draft. His willdistributetheballand pressure
stroke is consistent and accurate, on defense, things a good pom
but he tends to rely on the three- should do. If he ends up with the
pointer toomuch. Whenitdoesn't Kings, his matchups with Lakers
fall, it'shard to tellthathe's on the star Nick Van Exel will be
something to watch: their
floor.
approachesto thegamearevirtually
identical.
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